






































America,! the! development! of! policies! and! tools! for! the! regulation! and! design! of!
biodiversity! offsets! have! started! to! gain! momentum! and! their! implementation! is!
proliferating! at! a! fast! pace.! However,! given! the! complexities! and! challenges!
associated,!there!appears!to!be!a!generalized!failure!to!address!biodiversity!offset!
key! issues! (including! biodiversity! value! measurements,! consideration! of! a!
landscape! context,! and! monitoring! of! results! over! time),! and! consequently,! to!
develop!appropriate!offset!interventions.!!
!
In! this!context,! the!purpose!of! this! research!was! to!provide!a!practical!structured!
decision! making! tool! for! the! implementation! of! successful! biodiversity! offset!
strategies! through! the!adequate!assessment!of! offset! gains!and!project! impacts.!
This! tool! was! framed! according! to! the! needs! and! preferences! of! stakeholders!
involved! with! biodiversity! offsets! in! Latin! America,! and! developed! following! an!








current! state! of! offset! metrics,! a! logic! model! for! assessing! offset! performance!
across! time! and! over! space! was! developed,! consisting! of! a! set! of! landscape!
indicators,!scoring!procedures,!and!value!calculations.!The!logic!model!developed!
and! the! offset! metrics! assessed! were! both! evaluated! by! comparing! the! results!
obtained!when!measuring!potential!project! impacts!and!offset!gains!in!a!peatland!
ecosystem! in! northern! Peru.! The! results! obtained! showed! that! current! offset!
metrics,! on! their! own,! are! not! adequate! enough! to! determine! equivalences,! and!
that! the! logic! model! acts! a! supplementary! tool! to! identify! offset! areas! that! are!
equivalent!to!the!impact!area!in!terms!of!the!broader!landscape!context.!!
!
As! a! final! result,! the! different! products! obtained! throughout! this! research! were!
integrated!into!a!practical!and!structured!decision!making!tool!for!the!evaluation!of!
biodiversity! offset! success! in! Latin! America.! Individual! projects! could! potentially!
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Biodiversity! offsets! are! defined! as! “measurable! conservation! outcomes! resulting!
from!actions!designed! to!compensate! for! significant! residual!adverse!biodiversity!
impacts!arising!from!project!development”!(International!Finance!Corporation![IFC],!
2012,! p.! 2).! The! implementation! of! offset! strategies! is! currently! being! not! only!
encouraged,! but! also! required! by! several! national! regulations! (e.g.,! Peru,!Brazil,!
and!Colombia),!policies! (e.g.,! the!European!Union! [EU]!No!Net!Loss! initiative! for!
2015,!which!is!part!of!the!EU!2020!Biodiversity!Strategy),!financial!institutions!(e.g.,!
IFC,! InterYAmerican! Development! Bank! [IDB],! Asian! Development! Bank! [ADB]),!
and! industry! best! practices! (e.g.,! International! Council! on! Mining! and! Metals!
[ICMM]).!
!
In! the!case!of! the! IFC,!one!of!many!other!contexts!where!biodiversity!offsets!are!
required,!its!set!of!Performance!Standards!(PS)1!have!been!adopted!by!67!banks!
and! financial! institutions! (operating! in! 100! different! countries)! since! 2003,!
demanding! clients! that! seek!project! funds!of! over!US$!10!million! to! comply!with!
them! (ten! Kate! &! Barcellos! Harris,! n.d.).! In! particular,! Performance! Standard! 6!
(PS6,! “Biodiversity! Conservation! and! Sustainable!Management! of! Living! Natural!
Resources”),!emphasizes! the!use!of! the!mitigation!hierarchy! framework!as!a! tool!
for!managing!impacts!arising!from!project!development!in!order!to!obtain!a!no!net!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!
1!One!of! the!most!common!reference!points! for!banks!that!attempt! to!manage!environmental!and!
social! risks! when! financing! projects,! as! part! of! their! strategic! commitment! to! sustainable!
development!(PricewaterhouseCoopers,!2010).!
2!
loss!of!biodiversity! (The!Biodiversity!Consultancy! [TBC],!2012).!According! to! this!
framework,! after! applying! appropriate! avoidance,! minimization,! and! restoration!




the! different! benefits! and! opportunities! related! to! the! promotion! of! biodiversity!
conservation!and!sustainable!development.!For!example,!as!indicated!by!ten!Kate,!
Bishop,! and! Bayon! (2004),! biodiversity! offsets! represent! an! important! tool! for!
maintaining! or! enhancing! environmental! values! in! situations! where! development!
projects!imply!negative!residual!environmental!impacts,!aiming!to!provide!a!no!net!
loss! and! ultimately! a! net! gain! of! biodiversity! while! economic! development!
continues.!Moreover,!as!defined!by!Stöbener! (2013),!offsets! “effectively!place!an!
economic!value!on!something!that!was!previously!economically!invisible,!increase!
reliability! of! longYterm! conservation! projects,! improve! conservation! awareness!
among!developers!and!strengthen!conservation!partnerships.”!
!
Together! with! environmental! fiscal! reforms,! payments! for! ecosystem! services,!
green! markets,! biodiversity! in! climate! change! funding,! and! biodiversity! in!
international! development! finance,! biodiversity! offsetting! is! one! of! the! six!
Innovative! Financial! Mechanisms! outlined! by! the! Convention! on! Biological!
Diversity!(CBD)!(Godoy,!2014).!The!treaty!has!been!signed!by!194!countries!since!
1993,! including!most!of!Latin!American!nations.!Currently!approximately!oneYfifth!
of! them! are! implementing! biodiversity! offsetting! mechanisms,! and! about! 45!
3!
programs!are!in!operation,!representing!investments!of!between!US$!2.4!and!US$!
4.0! billion! (Godoy,! 2014).! Trends! suggest! that! more! governments! will! be!
introducing!or!exploring!policies!regarding!biodiversity!offsets^!more!companies!will!
be! voluntarily! implementing! offsetting! mechanisms^! more! bank! lenders! and!






policies! and! frameworks! for! environmental! purposes! have! gained! attention! in!
recent! years! (McKenney! &! Kiesecker,! 2010).! In! this! context,! tools! for! their!
regulation! and! implementation! are! continually! being! developed! by! national!
governments,! public! finance! institutions! (e.g.,! IFC,! European! Investment! Bank,!
Asian!Development!Bank,! etc.),! specific! private! companies! (e.g.,!Rio!Tinto),! and!
conservation! institutions! (e.g.,! Business! and! Biodiversity! Offsets! Programme!





In! most! of! the! existing! biodiversity! offset! frameworks! developed! in! contrasting!
regulatory! contexts,! detailed! guidance! regarding! offset! implementation! and!
evaluation! remains! elusive! (McKenney! &! Kiesecker,! 2010),! and! several! offset!
4!
policies!have!been!criticized!for!their!poor!track!records!of!effective!implementation!
(Quétier! &! Lavorel,! 2011).! For! example,! an! analysis! developed! by! Quétier,!
Regnery,!and!Levrel! (2014)!shows! that! the!French!policy,! in!spite!of! its! laudable!




measured,! and! consequently,! that! offset! interventions! are! sufficient! and!
appropriate! (CEEweb! for! biodiversity,! 2014).! To! address! this! criticism! about! the!
inadequate! measurability! of! the! biodiversity! value! that! is! lost! or! recreated,!
adequate!information!about!the!biodiversity!value!of!the!areas!involved!is!required^!
however,! the! current! related! evidence! base! is! patchy! and! not! well! investigated!
(Curran,!Hellweg,!&!Beck,!2014).! In! the!United!States! (US)!and!Australia,!where!
biodiversity! offsetting! is!most! advanced,! studies! show! that!most! offset! strategies!
fail!to!replace!what!was!impacted,!with!only!between!a!third!and!half!of!restoration!
offsets! being! reported! as! successful,! and! even! less! than! that! in! the! case! of!
recreation!offset!strategies!(Suding,!2011).!In!the!same!line,!a!study!developed!by!
Curran,! Hellweg,! and! Beck! (2014)! does! not! support! the! current! form! of!
implementation!of!offsets! in!old!growth!vegetation,!predicting!a!high!probability!of!






Regarding! the! above,! biodiversity! value! measurements! and! the! overall!
assessment! of! the! equivalence! between! offset! gains! and! impact! losses! can! be!
considered! one! of! the!most! important! and! challenging! key! issues! that! fail! to! be!
properly!addressed!(Gonçalves,!Marques,!Velho!Da!Maia!Soares,!&!Pereira,!2015^!
Quétier!&!Lavorel,!2011)^!and!unfortunately,!that!cascades!down!with!the!potential!
of! affecting! all! other! offset! challenges! (Gonçalves,! Marques,! Velho! Da! Maia!
Soares,! &! Pereira,! 2015).! Although! a! set! of! robust! metrics! that! effectively!
represents!the!biodiversity!values!at!stake!and!accurately!determines!the!offsetting!
requirements! is!critical! for!achieving!the!promise!of!biodiversity!offsetting!(Burgin,!
2008^! IFC,! 2012),! “most! offset! programs!methods! for! assessing! currency! are! in!




For! wetland! offsets,! for! example,! methodological! developments! for! biodiversity!







Maia! Soares,! and! Pereira! (2015)! “it! is! essential! that! the! research! community!
6!
contribute! to! establish! a! sound! theoretical! framework! on! how! to! measure!
biodiversity!offsets”!(p.!65).!!
!
Robust! and! appropriate! metrics! for! assessing! ecological! balance! should! be!
accompanied!by!a!method!for!assessing!offset!performance!and!success!both!over!
time! (through! monitoring! programs),! and! across! space! (using! a! landscape!
approach).! Regarding! the! former,! as! highlighted! by! Bull,! Suttle,! Gordon,! Singh,!
and!MilnerYGulland! (2013),!biodiversity!offset!schemes!have!been! inconsistent! in!
meeting! conservation! objectives! because! of! the! challenge! of! ensuring,! among!





do!not! take! into!account!a! landscape3!context!when!measuring! losses!and!gains!
(Bruggeman,! Jones,! Lupi,! &! Scribner,! 2005^! Curran,! Hellweg,! &! Beck,! 2014).!
According! to! Gardner! and! von! Hase! (2012),! “it! is! essential! that! the! design! and!




3! For! the! purpose! of! this! thesis,! a! landscape! is! defined! as:! “A! mosaic! where! a! cluster! of! local!
ecosystems!is!repeated!in!similar!form!over!a!kilometerYwide!area.!A!landscape!is!characterized!by!
a!particular!configuration!of! topography,!vegetation,! land!use,!and!settlement!pattern! that!delimits!
some! coherence! of! natural,! historical,! and! cultural! processes! and! activities”! (McNeely! &! Scherr,!
2003,!p.!275).!
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The! lack! of! use! of! adequate! metrics! for! measuring! biodiversity! equivalencies!
together!with!appropriate!methods!for!assessing!offset!performance!over!time!and!
across! space,! ultimately! and! jointly! results! in! an! absence! of! proven! successful!
offset!outcomes,!thus!hampering!the!achievement!of!the!no!net!loss!of!biodiversity!
goal.4!Even!worse,!when!offsets!do!not!achieve!equivalence!with!respect!to!what!is!
being! lost,! they! ultimately! result! in! an! increased! loss! of! biodiversity,! being!
inevitably! perceived! as! a! “license! to! trash! nature”! (ten! Kate,! Bishop,! &! Bayon,!
2004).!!
!
In! Latin! America,! the! development! of! policies! and! tools! for! the! regulation! and!
design! of! biodiversity! offsets! have! started! to! gain! momentum! and! their!
implementation! is! proliferating! at! a! fast! pace! (Sarmiento,! 2013^! TBC,! 2012^!
Villarroya,! Barros,! &! Kisesecker,! 2014).! A! study! on! policy! development! for!
environmental! licensing! and! biodiversity! offsets! in! Latin! America! developed! by!
Villarroya,!Barros,!and!Kisesecker!in!2014,!shows!that!countries!that!make!up!85%!
of!all!Central!and!South!America!have!enacted!Environmental!Impact!Assessment!










region?! Unlike! the! US,! Australia,! and! European! countries! where! biodiversity!
offsetting!is!most!advanced!(Azzopardi,!2014),!the!nascent!state!of!this!strategy!in!
Latin!America!offers!the!opportunity!to!develop!more!sophisticated!tools!using!the!






and! defensible! accounting! model! for! assessing! offset! performance! needs! to! be!
developed!and!promoted!as!an!accessible!and!practical! tool!among!stakeholders!
(McKenney!&!Kiesecker,!2010).!The!key!point!is!to!develop!work!and!research!to!
rapidly! progress! towards! sound! and! robust! offset! performance! assessment!
methods,! providing! the! necessary! information! for! effectively! measuring! the!
equivalence! between! biodiversity! offset! gains! and! residual! project! impacts,! in!
terms!of!complexity,!cost,!and!time!(Söderman,!2006).!
!




the! perspectives! of! the! region’s! stakeholders.! Using! the! obtained! results! as! a!
baseline! and! first! step! of! a! continuous! and! structured! process,! a! specific! logical!
model! for! assessing! offset! performance! across! time! and! space! is! proposed!
(encompassing!a! landscape! scale!approach),! seeking! to! overcome! the! identified!
gaps!and! limitations!of! currently!existing! tools.!Afterwards,! the!different!analyzed!
metrics!and!the!developed!model!are!assessed!by!comparing!the!results!obtained!
when! measuring! project! impacts! and! offset! gains! in! a! selected! Latin! American!
biodiversity! offset! case! study! (BOCS)^! finally,! the! different! results! obtained! are!
integrated!into!a!practical!and!structured!decision!making!tool!for!the!evaluation!of!
biodiversity! offset! success! in! Latin! America.! Individual! projects! could! potentially!













2.! To! (a)! identify! and! describe! the! various! existing! metrics! for! assessing!
equivalencies,! and! (b)! analyze! their! pros,! cons,! gaps,! advantages,!
disadvantages,!and!appropriateness!when!used!in!offset!projects.!
3.! To! develop! a! logic!model! for! assessing! offset! performance!over! time!and!
across!space,!through!the!use!of!a!set!of!indicators!and!scoring!procedures!





5.! To! integrate! the! results! obtained! in! a! practical! and! structured! decision!






offset! success! (Objective! 5)! will! be! evaluated! and! validated! using! the! criteria!
presented!as!part!of!Objective!1,!going!through!the!whole!cycle!again!(as!needed).!


























































Because# of# the# continuous# proliferation# of# offset# guidance,5# of# offset# international#
workshops,6# and# because#of# recent# offset# policy# developments7# in# Latin#America,# the#
implementation#of#biodiversity#offset#strategies#will#continue#to#grow#in#the#region,#with#
or#without#adequate#and#effective# tools# for# their#development#and#evaluation.#This#will#
not#only#jeopardize#the#reputation#and#validity#of#this#approach#to#conservation,#but#will#
also#put#at#risk#the#same#biodiversity#values#that#are#being#targeted#for#conservation#and#
management.# In# this# context,# my# research# aims# to# provide# an# effective# tool# for#
environmental#management# planners# and# practitioners# in# Latin#America# to# implement#
######################################## ####
5# For# example,# BBOP’s# and# the# International# Union# for# the# Conservation# of# Nature’s# (IUCN)# offset#
standards#and#principles.#






when# measuring# the# ecological# equivalence# of# biodiversity# offset# gains# with# residual#
project# impacts,# where# the# existing# frameworks# for# such# processes# are# considered#












Despite# the#existence#of#numerous#definitions# for#biodiversity#offset# (Table#1),# they#all#
coincide# in# that# this# strategy# should# compensate# for# adverse# biodiversity# residual#
impacts#(no#net# loss#of#biodiversity),#and#that# it#should#produce#quantifiable#results.# In#
this# sense,# according# to# its# definition,# offsets# rely# upon# the# accurate#measurement# of#
losses#and#gains,#therefore#requiring#robust#metrics#(Burgin,#2008).#This#represents#one#
of# the# main# differences# between# a# biodiversity# offset# strategy# and# a# compensation#




In# general,# biodiversity# offsets# can# be# categorized# according# to# three# different# types:#
likeZforZlike,#likeZforZbetter,#and#outZofZkind.#
#
•# LikeIforIlike:# involves# the#management# of# the# same# type#of# biodiversity# target#
the# project# is# impacting,# in# ecological# terms# (type,# amount,# and# condition# over#
space#and#time)#and#in#terms#of#conservation#status#or#priority.#
15#
•# LikeIforIbetter/trading$ up:# involves# exchanges# of# impacts# on# lowerZpriority#
biodiversity#areas# for#offsets# in#higherZpriority#biodiversity#areas[# the#offset#may#
target# biodiversity# of# higher# conservation#priority# than# the#biodiversity# impacted#
(BBOP,#2012).#
•# OutIof$kind:# biodiversity# type#being#gained# is# considered# to#be#different# to# the#
biodiversity#type#being#lost#(i.e.,#different#habitat/ecosystem#types).#It#also#refers#
to#offset#activities# that#remotely# link# to#biodiversity,#such#as#monetary#payments#
and#the#production#of#goods#and#services.#The#achievement#of#no#net#loss#in#this#
case#is#very#difficult#to#demonstrate,#as#there#is#not#yet#an#accepted#method#for#

























The# IFC# (2012),# BBOP# (2012),# and# several# other# international# institutions# and# offset#
policies# indicate# a# general# preference# for# likeZforZlike# compensation# strategies,# which#
provide# comparable# functions.# The# preference# for# inZkind# offsetting# is# based# on# the#
premise# that# the# best# way# to# ensure# full# and# equivalent# replacement# of# losses# is# to#
16#





demonstrably# new# and# additional# and# would# not# have# resulted# without# the# offset,#
providing# a# new# contribution# to# conservation# (McKenney# &# Kiesecker,# 2010).# Where#
there#is#little#or#no#‘additionality’,#offsets#do#not#occur,#and#the#residual#impacts#remain#
(TBC,# 2012).# Under# this# requirement,# biodiversity# gains# can# be# achieved# through#
several# interventions# categorized# in# two# broad# categories# (Morandeau# &# Vilaysack,#
2012):#management#strategies#and#conservation#strategies.#
#




regeneration,# restoration,# and# enhancement# (New# South# Wales# Government,#
Australia)[# connecting# separated# habitats# and# buffering# of# already# protected#
areas#(U.S.#Conservation#Banking)[#among#others.#
•# Conservation$ strategies:# include# actions# that# prevent# further# harm# to#
biodiversity#by#slowing#or#stopping#drivers#of#ongoing#environmental#degradation#
(arrested# degradation),# and# interventions# that# guard# biodiversity# against# known#
future# risks# (averted# risk)# (BBOP,# 2012).# These# strategies# offer# greater#
17#
predictability,# but# the# ecological# added# value# in# relation# to# the# current/potential#
threats#of#the#offset#area#needs#to#be#demonstrated.#Examples#include:#creation#
of#protected#areas,# implementation#of#environmentally# responsible#management#
practices,# avoidance# of# further# permitted# impacts,# recovery# from# forest# product#











On# the#other# hand,# regarding# conservation#activities,# these#are#only# recommended# in#
cases# where# arrested# degradation# and/or# averted# disturbance# can# be# demonstrated.#
These#include#areas#where#rates#of#habitat#loss#and#degradation#are#demonstrably#high,#
and#where#no#strong#policies#or#regulations#for#biodiversity#protection#exist#(Gibbons#&#
Lindenmayer,# 2007).# Although# challenging,# this# can# be# determined# through#
######################################## ####
8#Biodiversity#values#are#initially#lost#at#the#impact#site,#and#do#not#exist#until#they#are#restored#at#the#offset#
site# after# long# periods# of# time# (TBC,# 2012).# This# is# specifically# important# in# the# case# of# wetlands# and#
peatlands,#where#the#organic#matter#takes#a#long#time#to#regenerate#and#accumulate.#
18#




Metrics# are# surrogates,# measurements# that# act# as# a# substitute# for# a# complete#
measurement# of# the# total# biodiversity# found,# or# combinations# of# measurements,# that#
together# provide#an#assessment# of# the#biodiversity# value#of# a#particular# area.#Metrics#
allow# the# biodiversity# impact# of# a# development# to# be# quantified# so# that# the# offset#
requirement,# and# the# value# of# the# compensatory# action,# can# be# clearly# defined#
(Department# for# Environment,# Food,# and# Rural# Affairs# [DEFRA],# 2011).# At# present,#
different#metrics#are#being#used# to#assess# the#equivalence#of#biodiversity#offset#gains#
with# project# impacts.# These# vary# from# very# basic# measures,# such# as# area# extent,# to#





habitat# area,# vegetation# density,# and# biomass# are# a# few# examples.# Although#





•# Compound$metrics:# use#multiple#attributes# to# come#up#with#a# single# figure#or#
index.# Because# of# their# nature,# these# are# more# complex# and# potentially# more#
accurate#as#a#measure#of#biodiversity#value#(DEFRA,#2011).#Habitat#Hectares#is#
a# good# example[# this# metric’s# score# summarizes# information# about# an# area,#
including#the#relative#condition#of#the#vegetation#and#its#spatial#context#within#the#
landscape# (McCarthy#et# al.,# 2004).#Although# the#use#of#multiple# attributes#may#
result# in#a#more#comprehensive#understanding#of#biodiversity# losses#and#gains#
and#the#level#of#ecological#equivalence#achieved#(Kiesecker*et#al.,#2009),#making#
sense# of# the# resultant# information# could# be# challenging# if# the# results# of# the#
attributes# used# are# not# consistent# in# direction# or# magnitude.# Besides,# these#
metrics#are#usually# intensive# in# terms#of# the# input# required# to#assess# the#offset#
target,# requiring# trained# operators# to# ensure# the# required# levels# of# consistency#
(DEFRA,#2011).##
#




time# (Bull,# Suttle,# Gordon,# Singh,# &# MilnerZGulland,# 2013).# As# suggested# by# the#
Environmental#Audit#Committee#of#the#United#Kingdom#(UK)#Government,#metrics#“must#





There# is# no# unique,# shared,# or# legally# based# definition# of# the# concept# of# ecological#
equivalence,# being# commonly# a# result# of# consensus# of# opinion# of# the# stakeholders#
involved.# In# the# field# of# compensation,# ecological# equivalence# can# be# defined# as# an#
equal#value#of#a#biodiversity#component,#indicator#or#set#of#components,#generally#used#
to#assess#the#relationship#between#the#losses#at#the#impacted#site#and#the#gains#at#the#
compensation# site# (Dickie#et# al.,# 2013).# In# this# sense,# and#under# the# scope#of# no#net#
loss#of#biodiversity,#“an#offset#project#is#considered#equivalent#if#it#is#designed#and#sized#
in#order#to#achieve#ecological#gains#which#are#at#least#equal#to#the#loss#at#the#impacted#
site”# (Dickie# et# al.,# 2013,# p.# 3),# in# magnitude,# approximate# timing,# and# recipient#
population.# Similarly,# the# BBOP# considers# ecological# equivalence# to# be# synonymous#
with#the#likeZforZlike#principle,#which#refers#to#areas#with#highly#comparable#biodiversity#




a# 100%# equal# to# what# is# being# loss.# Rather,# these,# as# well# as# other# directives# and#
frameworks# found# in# the# literature,# state# that# equivalence# in# biodiversity# offsetting#
strategies#involve#complying#with#the#likeZforZlike#principle,#where#losses#and#gains#are#







residual# impacts# cannot# be# fully# compensated# due# to# the# inherent# vulnerability# or#
irreplaceability#of#the#affected#biodiversity#target#(BBOP,#2012).#Species#extinction#is#the#
most#commonly#cited#example#of#an# impact# that#cannot#be#compensated.#Despite# the#
simple#nature#of#this#idea,#beyond#extinction,#it#is#very#difficult#in#practice#to#define#limits#
to# what# impacts# can# be# offset,# mainly# because# the# definition# of# what# can# be#
compensated# involves#making#value# judgments# (Bull,#Suttle,#Gordon,#Singh,#&#MilnerZ
Gulland,#2012).#For#example,#society#might#accept#a#scheme# that# treats#some#habitat#
types#as#interchangeable,#as#in#offsets#in#the#UK#(DEFRA,#2011),#but#this#same#scheme#






severity,# extent,# and# duration),# offset# opportunity,# and# feasibility.# According# to# the#
results#obtained,# the#strategy#can# range# from#unlikely# to#be#appropriate# to# ‘offsetable’#




BBOP’s# Principle# 3# states# that# biodiversity# offsets# “should# be# designed# and#
implemented#in#a#landscape#context#to#achieve#the#expected#measurable#conservation#
outcomes#taking#into#account#available#information#on#the#full#range#of#biological,#social#
and# cultural# values# of# biodiversity# and# supporting# an# ecosystem# approach”# (BBOP,#
2012,#p.#18).#Some#elements#of#biodiversity#can#only#be#measured#relative#to#regional#
scales,#and#thus#require#a#landscape#perspective#in#order#to#be#considered.#This#applies#
to# many# ecological# or# evolutionary# processes# (e.g.,# those# relating# to# habitat#
connectivity),# which# should# be# accounted# for# loss/gain# exchanges# (BBOP,# 2011).#
Moreover,# the# longZterm#viability#of#biodiversity#at#offset#sites#critically#depends#on#the#




than# 20# benefits# and# strengths# derived# from# placing# offsets# within# a# landscape# level#
planning#context#(Buck,#2007).#Examples#of#these#benefits#include:#allows#the#potential#
impact#to#be#better#understood,#as#well#as#ways#to#manage#it[#ensures#that#regional#or#
national# conservation# priorities# are# integrated# into# business# planning[# scales# up# the#
offset# planning# process# to# a# larger,# more# productive# one[# anticipates# and#




Despite# its# importance#and#derived#benefits,#one#of# the#main#drawbacks# to#several#of#
the#currently#existing#methods#for#assessing#biodiversity#values#is#that#they#do#not#take#
into# account# a# landscape# context# (Bruggeman,# Jones,# Lupi,# &# Scribner,# 2005).# The#
same# in# the# case# of# most# current# offset# polices# and# regulations.# As# highlighted# by#
McKenney#and#Kiesecker#(2010),#offset#frameworks#need#to#move#beyond#encouraging#











activity# in# traditional# payments# for# ecosystem# services# mechanisms# than# in# offsets,#
compensation# strategies,# and# banking# systems# (Madsen,# Carroll,# Kandy,# &# Bennett,#
2011).#Besides# the# lack#of# technical# capacity#and#political#will,# one#of# the#contributing#
factors# to# this# issue# is# related# to# the# lack# of# available# scientific# research# about#
biodiversity# offsetting# schemes# in#Latin#America.#Most# related# studies#are# centered# in#
the# US# and# other# developed# countries.# I# conducted# a# thorough# systematic# literature#
review# in# September,# 2015# using# the# Web# of# Knowledge# platform# to# determine# the#
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number#of#scientific#articles#about#biodiversity#offsets#that#specifically#focused#on#Latin#
American# countries# or# regions.# The# search# comprised# the# following# keywords:#

























































Argentina,# Chile,# and# Venezuela# are# the# only# Latin# American# countries# that# have#
developed#some#kind#of#system#for#implementing#biodiversity#offsets,#with#only#the#first#
four#having#specific#policies# that# regulate# their# implementation.#Chile#can#be#added# to#
this# list,# with# a# regulatory# requirement# to# offset# issued# in# 2014.# Given# this# lack# of#
scientific#research,#these#countries#had#heavily#relied#upon#principles,#frameworks,#and#
25#
methods# developed# elsewhere# when# designing# their# own.# This# is# a# critical# factor#
influencing#offset# failures,#as# these#strategies#should#depend#on# the#characteristics#of#




3.1.$ Step$ 1:$ Definition$ of$ what$ is$ an$ ‘appropriate’$ metric$ for$ biodiversity$
offsets$in$Latin$America$according$to$stakeholders’$criteria$
Step# 1# involved# setting# and# conducting# a# series# of# unstructured# conversations# and#
discussions#with#stakeholders#involved#in#the#design,#implementation,#and#evaluation#of#
biodiversity# offsets# across# Latin# America# and# worldwide# (see# Figure# 1).# These# were#
done# to# understand# their# points# of# view#and# perspectives# on# the# use# of# the# available#
metrics# to# determine# ecological# equivalences# in# the# context# of# biodiversity# offset#
strategies.# At# the# same# time,# stakeholders# were# asked# about# the# relevant# criteria# or#
attributes# that# these# alternative#metrics# should# comply#with# in# order# to# be# considered#
effective# and# practical# for# assessing# the# balance# between# offset# gains# and# project#
impacts.#The#ultimate#objective#was#to#have#a#clear#understanding#of#the#deficiencies#of#




aspect# seen#as# key# to# the#next# big#wave#of# innovation# in# business#and# society,9# and#
described# as# essential# in# assessment# programs# (Buck,# Milder,# Gavin,# &# Mukherjee,#
2006).# According# to# the# ICMM,# (2005),# it# is# necessary# to# involve# stakeholders#
throughout# the#process#of#offset# identification#and#design# in#order# to#aid# transparency,#




linkages# between# economic,# social,# and# conservation# goals# (Lawrence# &# Robinson,#
2014).#
#
Taking# the# above# into# consideration,# representatives# of# relevant# NGOs,# regulating#
authorities,# industries,# and# environmental# management# companies# (prioritizing# those#
with# relevant# experience# in# Latin# America)# were# contacted# between# September# and#
December# of# 2014.# The# aim# was# to# reach# out# to# the# full# spectrum# of# stakeholders#
involved#in#the#biodiversity#offset#evaluation#process,#gaining#an#insight#of#the#research#
problem#and#desirable#solution’s#attributes#at#a#multiZlevel#and#multiZscale#governance#
context# (Table# 3).# Perspectives# from# these# interviews# were# synthesized# into# a# set# of#
consensus#criteria#against#which#to#evaluate#the#adequacy#of#offset#metrics.#$
#




was# done# following# the# Systematic# Review# (SR)# process# which,# in# contrast# to# the#
classical#qualitative#review#methods,#consists#of#a#practicalZoriented#(Tranfield,#Denyer,#
&# Smart,# 2003)# evidenceZbased# approach.# It# is# highly# relevant# to# summarizing# and#
evaluating# extensive# literatures# (Cook,#Mulrow,#&#Haynes,# 1997),#which# has# provided#














Development# of# tools# for# the#
















offsets# and# their# importance# in# Peru[#
developed# workshops# about# biodiversity#
offsets# and# auditing# in#Peru[# participated#
in# the# development# of# # Peru’s##








Designed# the# method# for# measuring#
project# impacts#and#offset# gains# in#Peru,#
in# the# context# of# Peru’s# Environmental#

















Responsible# of# Peru’s# Environmental#



















Worked# with# executives# from# leading#
Chilean# natural# resource# companies# that#
have# marine# biodiversity# impacts# to#
understand# their# perceptions# and#
willingness# to# participate# in# a# marine#



















the# relevance# and# size# of# the# literature# and# to# delimit#
the#subject#area#or#topic.#
Z#May# also# include# a# brief# overview# of# the# theoretical,#




Z# The# review# panel# should# encompass# a# range# of#
experts#in#the#subjects#and#include#practitioners.#























Z# The# searches# should# be# conducted# in# academic#























Z# The# results# should# be# presented# in# a# userZfriendly#























1.# What# are# the# different# available# metrics# for# measuring# biodiversity#
values# in# the# context# of# offsetting# strategies# and# how# are# they#
characterized?##
2.#What#are#the#best#currently#existing#metrics#for#measuring#biodiversity#
values# in#Latin#America# in# the#context#of#offsetting#strategies#(according#
to#standardized#frameworks#and#stakeholder’s#criteria)?#
3.# For# what# biodiversity# offset# project# scenario# is# each# metric# more#
suitable?#






The# following# keywords# were# considered:# biodiversity# offset*,#
compensatory# mitigation,# habitat# offset*,# environmental# offset*,#
conservation# bank*,# habitat# bank*,# offset#metric*,# offset#method*,# offset#
gains*.#
2.2#
Four# main# articles# containing# offset# metric# reviews# were# chosen:#
McKenney# &# Kiesecker,# 2010[# Bull,# MilnerZGulland,# Suttle,# &# Singh,#
2001[#Quétier#&#Lavorel,#2011[#VirahZSawmy,#Ebeling,#&#Taplin,#2014.#
Additional#literature#was#also#reviewed#to#determine#the#need#of#including#
additional# metrics[# those# metrics# that# required# the# implementation# of#
specific# indicators# significantly# different# from# the# ones# already# being#
considered#were#included.#
2.3#
Extraction# Matrix# N°1:# Comparison# of# core# principles# of# the# selected#
metrics#for#assessing#biodiversity#values.#













Products# were# created# based# on# a# continuous# feedback# process# with#






















Worked# with# executives# from# leading# Chilean# natural#
resource# companies# that# have# marine# biodiversity#
impacts#to#understand#their#perceptions#and#willingness#















Experts# with# broad# experience# in# international#























The#second#stage#of# the#SR#process# involved#conducting# the#actual# review.# It#started#
with#the#identification#of#keywords#and#search#terms,#which#were#built#from#the#literature#
and# discussions# with# the# review# panel.# The# following# keywords# were# considered:#
biodiversity# offset*,# compensatory# mitigation,# habitat# offset*,# environmental# offset*,#
conservation# bank*,# habitat# bank*,# offset#metric*,# offset#method*,# offset# gains*,# offset#




measuring# biodiversity# values.# Academic# journals,# unpublished# studies,# conferences,#
interviews,#and#electronic#papers#were#considered# for# this#purpose.#After# reviewing#all#
the# information#available,# the#set#of#existing#metrics# for#evaluating#biodiversity#offsets,#
subject#matter#for#this#analysis,#was#mainly#taken#from#four#recent#reviews:#Bull,#MilnerZ
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Gulland,# Suttle,# and# Singh# (2014)[# McKenney# and# Kiesecker# (2010)[# Quétier# and#
Lavorel#(2011)[#and#VirahZSawmy,#Ebeling,#and#Taplin#(2014).##
#
It# is# important# to#mention#that#some#of# the#biodiversity#offset#metrics# included#in#these#
reviews#were#not#taken#into#account#for#the#present#assessment#due#to#different#specific#
reasons.#The#Natura#2000# framework# (centerpiece#of# the#European#Union#nature#and#





gains# (BBOP,# 2009).# In# the# case# of# the# Brazilian# industrial# and# forest# offset#
regulations,11#addressed#by#McKenney#and#Kiesecker#(2010),# these#were#excluded#as#
their#future#is#unclear#(Madsen,#Carroll,#Kandy,#&#Bennett,#2011),#and#they#arguably#do#
not# fulfill# criteria# for# offset# policies.# Likewise,# the# Canadian# Fish# Habitat# Framework,#
addressed#by#Bull,#MilnerZGulland,#Suttle,#and#Singh#(2014)#was#not#considered#as#this#
research# is# only# focused# on# terrestrial# ecosystems.# Finally,# France’s# offset# ratios#
method# was# also# excluded,# as# it# is# based# on# the# American# compensation# bank#
mechanism#(Morandeau#&#Vilaysack,#2012),#which#is#already#being#addressed.##
#





parameters,# and/or# indicators.# Based# on# the# metrics’# objectives,# applicability# as#



































Module#Assessment#Method## MAM# Federal# Office# for# the# Environment# (FOEN)# –#Switzerland.#
Biotope#Valuation#Z#Ausgleich#
procedure## BV#





Department# of# Water,# Land# and# Biodiversity#
Conservation#–#State#of#South#Australia,#Australia.##
Offset#ratios# Z#
Department# of# Environmental# Affairs# and#





of# parameters:# attributes# of# biodiversity# (composition,# structure,# and# function),# and#
biodiversity# levels# of# organization# targeted# (landscape,# ecosystem,# species,# genetic)[#
and#two#sets#of#characteristics:#indicator#desirable#properties#(Munn,#1988[#Noss,#1990),#
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and# attributes# of# suitable# forms# of# metrics# (BBOP,# 2012).# These# parameters# and#




assessing# biodiversity# values.# This# matrix# presents# the# core# principles# and#
characteristics# of# each# metric,# including# their# objectives,# formula,# description,#
offsetting#target,#number#of#indicators,#benchmark#consideration,#and#inclusion#of#
a#landscape#context.#It#also#characterizes#each#metric#according#to#Noss’s#(1990)#
compositionZstructureZfunction# attributes# of# biodiversity# and# their# landscapeZ







-# Capability# of# providing# continuous# assessment# over# a# wide#
range#of#stresses#
-# Cost#and#time#effectiveness#and#practicality#





-# They#capture# the# type,#amount,#and#condition#or#quality#of#
the#biodiversity#that#is#being#lost#or#gained.#
-# They# adequately# quantify# the# losses# and# gains# at# the#




-# Surrogate# metrics# are# used# with# an# understanding# of# the#
relationship# between# changes# in# the# surrogate# value# and#
changes# in# the# value# of# the# underlying# biodiversity# of#
conservation# concern,# and# evidence# should# be# provided#
supporting#this#relationship.#
-# They# should# include# contextZdependent# information# about#
conservation# status,# vulnerability,# or# irreplaceability# of# the#
biodiversity#component(s).#
-# Assumptions# and# rationale# for# selection# of# metrics# are#
clearly#documented.#





In# the# case# of# the# first# two# frameworks# used# to# characterize# offset#metrics# as# part# of#
Extraction# Matrix# N°2,# indicator# desirable# properties# (Munn,# 1988[# Noss,# 1990)# and#
attributes#of#suitable#forms#of#metrics#(BBOP,#2012),#each#metric#was#evaluated#against#
each# of# the# six# corresponding# subZcriteria# per# framework.# A# numerical# score# was#


















Regarding# the# stakeholders’# criteria,# as# in# the# previous# process,# each# metric# was#
evaluated#against#each#of#the#identified#attributes#of#a#potential#‘best’#metric.#However,#
in#this#case,#as#most#of#the#attributes#respond#to#a#yes#or#no#question,#a#‘0’#or#‘1’#score#
was# selected[# ‘1’# indicates# that# the# metric# can# be# described# by# the# corresponding#



















High# final# scores# indicate# a# high# level# of# correspondence# between# the# metric,# the#
frameworks#considered#for#assessing#indicator#quality#(in#a#Latin#America#context),#and#
stakeholders’#criteria[# low#final#sores# indicate#poor# levels#of#correspondence.#Although#
the# metric# with# the# highest# score# is# the# one# that# better# meets# frameworks’# and#




Finally,# the# last# phase# of# this# second# stage# of# the# SR# process# involved# using# the#
extraction#matrices,#and#developing#other#result#products#with#the#information#provided#











(Step# 5,# Subsection# 3.5),# where# the# different# products# obtained# were# integrated# in# a#







detail# and# in# dynamics# and# the# required# evidence# to# demonstrate# their# success# is#
usually# absent.# The# lack# of# clear# and# measurable# goals# and# objectives,# and# the#






simplistic# formula# for# conducting# conservation# project# evaluations:# define# indicators,#
collect# data,# analyze#data,# and#write# up# results# (Margoluis,#Stem,#Salafsky,#&#Brown,#
2009).#“At#best,#conservation#managers#have#used#biological#indicators#to#demonstrate#
the#extent#to#which#a#project#has#been#successful,#but#they#have#rarely#analyzed#these#
measurements# in# the# context# of# project# interventions# or# the# intermediate# results# they#
intended#to#achieve”#(Margoluis,#Stem,#Salafsky,#&#Brown,#2008,#p.#138).#Nevertheless,#
the#demand#by#different#institutions#(e.g.,#regulators#and#donors)#for#evaluations#grows,#
which# has# resulted# in# the# conduction# of# fairly# unsystematic# and# unfounded# project#
evaluation# processes,#with# outcomes# that# fail# to# achieve# the# objective# of# the# process#
itself.##
#
Considering# this# situation,# how# can# evaluators# best# frame# a# project# for# an# objective#






a# continuous# and# structured# process# for# determining# ecological# equivalence,# and#
provide# the# inputs# to# the#OPLM,#which#assess# the#strategy’s# success# in#a# systematic#
and# adaptive# way.# It# is# important# to# highlight# that# the# use# of# the# OPLM# does# not#
substitute#the#use#of#biodiversity#offset#metrics.#It#represents#an#additional#further#step,#
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complimentary# to# the# use# of# existing# metrics# for# valuing# equivalences,# aimed# at#









change# and# how# these# activities# are# linked# to# the# expected# results.# These# generally#
illustrate# the# resources#managers#will# invest# (i.e.,# inputs)# to# implement# strategies# that#
are#designed#to#achieve#certain#desired#results#(i.e.,#outputs,#outcomes,#and#impacts).##
#
In# the#OPLM,# offset# performance# is# assessed# in# terms# of# the# ecological# equivalence#
between# the# offset# and# impact# sites# over# time# and# across# space.# In# this# sense,# after#





12# As# indicated# before,# the# OPLM# represents# an# additional# further# step,# complimentary# to# the# use# of#




•# Application$ 1:# Selection# of# the# most# appropriate# offset# site# from# a# set# of#
potential#offset#areas#(i.e.,#analysis#across#space).#
•# Application$ 2:# monitoring# of# the# development# of# a# specific# established# offset#
area#(i.e.,#analysis#over#time).#
#
The#model# was# developed# following# the# steps# of# the#modelling# process# proposed# by#
Sterman# (2000).# Each# of# the# steps# followed# for# the# two# possible# applications# of# the#
OPLM,#which#depend#on#the#specific#objective#to#be#achieved,#are#presented#in#Table#9.#




















for# selecting# an# offset# area# that#
provides# the# offset# requirements# by#
considering# its# location# in# the#
landscape.#
Question:# How# to# select# the# best#
offset# area# alternative# in# relation# to#
its#location#in#the#landscape?#
Problem:# Absence# of# systematic#
tool#for#assessing#if#an#offset#area#is#
compensating# what# has# been# lost#
over# time,# in#relation#to#the# location#
of#both#areas#in#the#landscape.#
Question:# How# to# assess# if# the#
offset# area# is# adequately#
compensating# what# has# been# lost#


















Existing# metrics# do# not#
(appropriately)# consider# the#
landscape#context#when#determining#
offset# requirements# and# thus#
selecting# the#most#appropriate#offset#
site#
Existing# metrics# do# not# provide# a#
framework# to# monitor# the#
performance/evolution# of# an# offset#




Selected# offset# area# is# not#
necessarily#equivalent#to#impact#area#
in# terms# of# the# landscape#
context/dynamics#its#within#
Landscapes# are# susceptible# to#
disturbances,# and# this# might# affect#






















This# was# developed# as# part# of# Step# 4# of# my# research.# This# step# tests,# analyzes# and#
compares# how# different#metrics# behave#when# accounting# for# losses# and# gains# for# specific#
projects.##
5.$Policy$design$and$evaluation$
This# was# developed# as# part# of# Step# 5# of# my# research.# The# model# was# integrated# in# a#















In# the# case# of# target# characterization,# offsetting# targets# are# characterized# considering#
the# sizeZconditionZlandscape# context* criteria# for# assessing# the# characteristics# of#
conservation#targets#according#to#TNC#(2003),#and#as#indicated#in#Figure#2.#
#
•# Size:#measure#of# the# target’s#area#or#abundance.#For#ecological# systems,# size#
refers#to#the#patch#size#or#geographic#coverage.#
•# Condition:# integrated# measure# of# the# composition,# structure,# and# biotic#























biodiversity:# compositionZstructureZfunction.# Under# this# framework,# biodiversity#
can# be# considered# as# an# output# of# ecosystem# integrity,# where# anthropogenic#
impacts#can#reduce#such# integrity#and#thus#threaten#an#area’s#ability# to#support#
biodiversity.#
•# Landscape$ context:# integrated# measure# of# two# factors[# e.g.,# dominant#
environmental# regimes# and# processes# that# establish# and# maintain# the# target#
occurrence,# including# many# kinds# of# disturbance# (attribute# of# biodiversity:#
function),#and#connectivity#(attribute#of#biodiversity:#structure).#
#
Each# of# the# mentioned# criterion# is# characterized# by# the# use# of# a# specific# set# of#
indicators.14#Which#indicators#are#required#to#truly#evaluate#the#impact#and#characterize#
each# criterion# is# a# key# question# that# often# fails# to# be# properly# addressed.# Before#
selecting# them,# it# is# important# to#clearly#establish#and#define# the#objectives# that# these#
are# going# to# measure,# as# both# represent# (objectives# and# indicators)# the# basis# for#
creating# and# for# evaluating# management# alternatives# (Gregory# et# al.,# 2012).# The#
corresponding# objectives# are# presented# disaggregated# in# the# objective# hierarchy#
illustrated#in#Figure#3.#The#indicators#selected#to#characterize#the#offsetting#target#need#
to# be# able# to# measure# the# means# objectives# and# quantify# the# performance# criteria#
outlined#in#the#figure.#
######################################## ####











is$moving$ in$ the$right$direction$with$ respect$ to$ their$goals$ (Buck,$Milder,$Gavin,$&$
Mukherjee,$2006).$$
$
Landscape$ indicators$exist$ at$ the$patch,$ class$ (patch$ type),$ and$ landscape$ level.$
Patches$are$ the$basic$building$blocks$of$categorical$patch$mosaics$and,$as$such,$
most$ metrics$ derive$ from$ the$ spatial$ character$ and$ distribution$ of$ the$ patches$
themselves.$ Class$metrics$ represent$ the$ spatial$ distribution$ and$ pattern$ within$ a$
landscape$of$a$single$patch$typeJ$whereas$landscape$metrics$represent$the$spatial$
pattern$of$the$entire$landscape$mosaic,$considering$all$patch$types$simultaneously.$
Many$ of$ the$ class$ and$ landscape$ metrics$ are$ computed$ from$ patch$ and$ class$
statistics$ by$ summing$ or$ averaging$ over$ all$ patches$ or$ classes.$ The$ proposed$
indicators$ correspond$ to$ the$ three$ different$ levels$ of$ metrics,$ depending$ on$ the$
criterion$and$attribute$of$biodiversity$being$assessed.$
$
Indicators$were$ finally$ selected$ based$on$ a$ literature$ review$of$ their$ advantages,$
disadvantages,$ properties,$ and$ applications,$ as$well$ as$ on$ the$ information$ about$
the$ landscape$ they$provide$and$how$useful$ is$ this$ information$ for$quantifying$ the$
performance$criteria$indicated$in$Figure$3.$Moreover,$they$cover$the$five$properties$
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of$ good$ attributes$ outlined$ by$Keeney$ and$Gregory$ (2005):$ unambiguous,$ direct,$
operational,$comprehensive,$and$understandable.$
$
The$calculation$of$ the$selected$ indicators$ is$done$using$a$spatial$pattern$analysis$
computer$ software$program$ (e.g.,$FRAGSTATS15$ for$ArcGIS).$The$data$ input$ for$





in$a$study$ (Graves,$2010)$and,$ in$ this$ case,$ the$ results$of$ the$ landscape$metrics$
considered$(especially$in$the$case$of$the$metrics$at$the$class$and$landscape$level).$
Grain$ describes$ the$ size$ of$ the$ smallest$ homogeneous$ unit$ of$ study$ (cell$ or$
minimum$ polygon$ size)$ and$ determines$ the$ resolution$ at$ which$ a$ landscape$ is$
analyzed$ (Graves,$ 2010),$ while$ the$ extent$ refers$ to$ the$ area$ included$within$ the$
landscape$boundary$ (study$area).$According$ to$a$study$developed$by$Wu,$Shen,$
Sun,$ and$ Tueller$ (2002)$ on$ the$ effects$ of$ changing$ scale$ on$ landscape$metrics,$
these$ can$ be$ classified$ into$ three$ different$ categories$ according$ to$ their$ scaling$
behavior:$ type$ I,$which$ show$predictable$ responses$with$ changing$ scaleJ$ type$ II,$
which$ exhibit$ staircaseXlike$ responsesJ$ and$ type$ III,$ which$ behave$ erratically$ in$






those$ with$ predictable$ behavior,$ could$ be$ extrapolated$ or$ interpolated$ across$
scales.$
$
Both$ aspects,$ which$ are$ dictated$ by$ the$ scale$ of$ the$ imagery$ used,$ should$ be$










when$accounting$ for$ losses$and$gains$ for$specific$projects.$A$specific$biodiversity$
offset$ case$ study$ (BOCS)$ was$ selected,$ for$ which$ potential$ offset$ requirements$
were$calculated.$Regarding$ the$ last$stage$of$ the$modeling$process$(policy$design$
and$ evaluation),$ this$ is$ included$ within$ the$ fifth$ and$ last$ step$ of$ my$ research$
(Subsection$ 4.5).$ The$ different$ developed$ products$ (including$ the$ OPLM)$ were$
integrated$ in$ a$ structured$ stepXbyXstep$ tool$ to$ aid$ stakeholders$ in$ the$
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implementation$of$biodiversity$offsets$ in$Latin$America$and$ the$evaluation$of$ their$
successes$over$time.16$$
$
3.4.$ Step$ 4:$ Assessing$ existing$ metrics$ and$ the$ developed$ model$
against$a$case$study$
The$ objective$ of$ this$ step$ was$ to$ test,$ analyze,$ and$ compare$ how$ different$
biodiversity$offset$metrics$behave$when$accounting$for$losses$and$gains$for$specific$
projects,$ and$ how$ well$ the$ results$ these$ provide$ can$ be$ fed$ into$ the$ developed$
Offset$ Performance$ Logic$ Model$ (OPLM).$ Some$ of$ the$ questions$ that$ were$







the$BOCS$primarily$because$of$ the$availability$of$ the$ information$ required$ for$ the$
different$ analyses$ conducted,$ but$ also$ considering$ the$ high$ severity$ of$ the$
predicted$ impacts$ (project$ footprint$ of$ approximately$ 2,000$ ha),$ and$ the$ high$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$
16# The$ use$ of$ the$ OPLM$ is$ complementary$ to$ the$ use$ of$ the$ previous$ products$ obtained$ in$ my$
research$ (including$ the$matrixes$comparing$and$characterizing$biodiversity$offset$metrics,$and$ the$
decision$tree$for$choosing$the$‘best$fit’$metric).##
17# Construction$ was$ halted$ in$ 2011.$ The$ development$ and$ completion$ of$ the$ project$ is$ not$
anticipated$for$the$foreseeable$future$(Jamasmie,$2016).#
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biodiversity$ values$ at$ stake$ (more$ than$ 100$ ha$ of$ peatlands$ within$ the$ area$ of$
influence),$(Knight$Piésold,$2010).$
$
The$ selection$ of$metrics$was$made$ based$ on$ the$ products$ presented$ as$ part$ of$
Step$2$ of$my$ research$method:$matrix$ characterizing$ available$ biodiversity$ offset$




to$ offset$ the$ corresponding$ impacts,$ the$ OPLM$ (Product$ P3,$ see$ Figure$ 1)$ was$







two$ main$ open$ pits,$ waste$ rock$ disposal$ dumps,$ topsoil$ stockpiles,$ mineral$
processing$ facilities,$ water$ reservoirs,$ tailings$ storage$ facility,$ among$ other$
infrastructure$ (Knight$ Piésold,$ 2010).$ As$ presented$ in$ Table$ 10,$ 89%$ of$ the$

























3.4.1.1.$ Biogeographical$ features$ of$ the$ biodiversity$ offset$ case$ study$
area$
The$BOCS$area$ comprises$ five$ different$ subXbasins$ (approximately$ 29,490$ha$ in$
total):$ Jadibamba$ river,$ Toromacho$ Stream,$ Chugurmayo$ Stream,$ Chailhuagón$
Rover,$and$Alto$Chirimayo$Stream$subXbasins$(Figure$5).$These$subXbasins$were$
identified$and$delimited$ in$ the$Project’s$Environmental$ Impact$Assessment$ (EIA),$
considering$ factors$ such$ as$ altitude,$ hydrologic$ network,$ among$ others$ (Knight$







For$ the$ purpose$ of$ this$ assessment,$ considering$ the$ ecological$ and$ hydrological$
importance$of$peatlands,$the$potential$offsetting$strategy$targets$the$compensation$
of$this$vegetation$type.$In$general,$the$peatlands$of$the$BOCS$area$are$dominated$
by$ stunted$ vegetation$ forming$ tightlyXpacked$ cushions,$ compact$ carpets$ of$
vegetation$ close$ to$ water$ pools,$ presenting$ four$ different$ types$ of$ vegetation:$
cushionXlike,$reed$beds,$bryophyte$and$lichens,$and$low$grasses.$According$to$their$
water$source$chemistry$and$landform,$the$peatlands$being$assessed$are$classified$
as$ being$ slope$ peatlands,$ with$ water$ highly$ acidic$ (Knight$ Piésold,$ 2010).$ This$
specific$ type$ of$ peatlands$ presents$ the$ following$ main$ vegetation$ communities$
(Knight$Piésold,$2010).$$
$










and$C.&aggregata.&Loricaria& lycopodinea& is$ the$most$characteristic$vascular$
plant$in$this$community,$dominated$by$nonXvascular$plants.$
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•$ Cortaderia& hapalotricha& ,& Cortaderia& sericantha:$ Stands$ dominated$ by$
these$ two$ species$ of$Cortaderia,&characteristic$ of$most$wetlands$with$ acid$
soils.$ This$ community$ occurred$ on$ higher$ areas$ between$ pools$ that$ had$
deeper$water$tables$and$were$never$flooded.$
•$ Calamagrostis& tarmensis& ,& Campylopus& cucullatifolius:$ Bunch$ grass$
communities$ dominated$ by$Calamagrostis& tarmensis$ and$ other$ species$ of$
Calamagrostis,$characteristic$mainly$of$wetlands$with$acid$soils.$
 
No$ endemic$ or$ threatened$ flora$ species$ that$ are$ specific$ to$ only$ this$ vegetation$
formation$ have$ been$ reported$ within$ the$ BOCS$ area.$ However,$ individuals$ of$
Baccharis&genistelloides,$categorized$as$Near$Threatened$by$Peruvian$legislation,$























The$assessment$ focuses$on$offsetting$ the$ impacts$on$ the$ largest$peatland$patch$
compromised$ by$ the$ project$ footprint$ (23$ ha)$ located$ in$ the$ Alto$ Chirimayo$ subX
basin,$which$would$be$removed$due$to$the$implementation$of$the$pit$(Figure$6).$The$
benchmark$area,18$located$in$the$Chugurmayo$subXbasin,$was$selected$considering$
peatland$patches$of$ the$ same$ type$as$ the$offsetting$ target$ (slope$peatlands$with$






18# The$ benchmark$ area$ presents$ the$ average$ characteristics$ of$ a$ mature$ and$ apparently$
undisturbed$patch$of$the$same$vegetation$type$as$the$one$being$assessed.$Its$purpose$is$to$act$as$a$
reference$ of$ the$ optimum$ state$ of$ the$ habitat$ type$ being$ assessed,$measuring$ losses$ and$ gains$
against$it.$Its$use$corresponds$to$one$of$the$attributes$of$a$potential$‘best’$metric$for$assessing$the$




Five$ different$ peatland$ sites$ within$ the$ BOCS$ area$ were$ selected$ to$ conform$ a$
portfolio$of$potential$offset$areas,$each$of$which$was$analyzed$to$determine$if,$and$
up$ to$what$point,$ it$can$be$used$to$offset$ the$ impacts$on$ the$selected$ impact$site$
(Figure$ 7).$ The$ selection$ was$ done$ considering$ the$ availability$ of$ biological$











stepXbyXstep$ decision$making$ tool$ to$ aid$ stakeholders$ in$ the$ implementation$ and$













interaction$ in$which$ they$negotiate$a$common$vision,$undertaking$shared$ learning$
in$developing$and$implementing$plans$for$its$achievementJ$they$then$jointly$reflect$
on$ the$ outcomes$ of$ such$ plans,$ continually$ seeking$ and$ negotiating$ together$
corresponding$ innovations$ and$ improvements$ (Center$ for$ International$ Forestry$
Research,$2007).$
$
The$ final$ objective$ of$ this$ research$ is$ to$ provide$ future$ and$ current$ stakeholders$
implementing,$ monitoring,$ and/or$ regulating$ offsetting$ schemes$ a$ structured$
decision$ making$ tool$ to$ work$ from$ for$ the$ implementation,$ evaluation,$ and$
regulation$ of$ such$ projects.$ Considering$ the$ achievement$ of$ no$ net$ loss$ of$
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biodiversity$ as$ the$ ultimate$ common$ goal,$ this$ tool$ can$ be$ used$ as:$ a$ planning$
guideline$for$developing$or$refining$biodiversity$offset$programsJ$a$common$frame$
of$ reference$ for$ collaboration$ and$ sharing$ best$ practices$ and$ lessons$ learnedJ$ a$
tool$ to$ support$ the$ development$ of$ a$ monitoring$ program$ to$ evaluate$ the$
effectiveness$of$the$strategy$implementedJ$among$others.$The$tool$was$developed$













the$ balance$ between$ offset$ gains$ and$ project$ impacts$ should$
comply$with$to$qualify$as$effective$and$practical$
Step$2$
P2a:$ Matrix$ comparing$ core$ principles$ of$ available$ biodiversity$
offset$metrics.$
P2b:$ Matrix$ characterizing$ available$ biodiversity$ offset$ metrics$
according$ to$ indicator$ desirable$ properties$ (Munn,$ 1988J$ Noss,$




P3a:$ Description$ of$ the$ proposed$ OPLM$ and$ its$ development$
process.$
P3b:$Description$of$the$OPLM$structure$as$a$decision$making$tool$
for$ the$ implementation$ and$ evaluation$ of$ biodiversity$ offsets$
according$to$specific$model$components$and$offset$principles.$
Step$4$
P4a:$ Comparison$ of$ biodiversity$ offset$ requirements$ and$
assessment$ of$ suitability$ of$ potential$ offset$ areas$ in$ terms$of$ the$
identified$ requirements$ using$ different$ metrics$ for$ the$ BOCS$
analyzed.$
P4b:$ Assessment$ of$ offset$ performance$ across$ space$ using$ the$
developed$OPLM$for$the$selected$BOCS.$$
Step$5$









As$ described$ in$ Subsection$ 3.1,$ a$ series$ of$ unstructured$ conversations$ and$
discussions$ were$ conducted$ with$ stakeholders$ involved$ in$ the$ design,$
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implementation,$ and$ evaluation$ of$ biodiversity$ offsets$ across$ Latin$ America$ and$
worldwide.$They$were$asked$about$the$relevant$criteria/attributes$that$the$available$











level$ within$ a$ landscape:$ According$ to$ Noss$ (1990),$ biodiversity$ can$ be$
classified$ into$ four$ different$ levels$ of$ organization:$ landscape,$ ecosystem,$
species,$ and$ genetic.$ Stakeholders$ agreed$ that$ no$ net$ loss$ should$ be$
achieved$ at$ an$ ecosystem$ or$ habitat$ level,$ and$ that$ these$ should$ be$
managed$ under$ a$ landscape$ context$ approach.$ Nevertheless,$ several$
stakeholders$ emphasized$ the$ fact$ that$ the$ specific$ conservation$ target$
should$ultimately$depend$on$the$project’s$objectives$and$context.$
$
•$ The$ metric’s$ inputs/indicators$ should$ require$ objective$ (quantitative)$
values$ only:$ Several$ current$ indicators$ are$ fully$ or$ partially$ based$ on$
qualitative$ analysis$ of$ the$ conservation$ targets,$ obtaining$ values$ of$
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biodiversity$ that$ are$ dependent$ of$ the$ evaluator’s$ subjective$ criteria$ (e.g.,$
Module$Assessment$method).$Subjective$judgment$can$become$a$problem,$
especially$when$different$evaluators$participate$in$the$process.$In$this$sense,$
several$ stakeholders$ mentioned$ the$ need$ to$ develop$ indicators$ that$ are$





the$same$vegetation$type$as$the$one$being$assessed.$ Its$purpose$ is$ to$act$
as$ a$ reference$ of$ the$ optimum$ state$ of$ the$ habitat$ type$ being$ assessed,$
measuring$ losses$ and$ gains$ against$ it.$ Stakeholders$ indicated$ its$
importance$ in$understanding$ the$numerical$values$obtained$ in$ the$different$




assess$ the$ balance$ between$ losses$ and$ offset$ gains$ are$ intensive$ and$
complex,$ requiring$ trained$ operators$ to$ ensure$ consistent$ results$ (e.g.,$
Habitat$ HectaresJ$ Parkes,$ Newell,$ &$ Cheal,$ 2003)J$ in$ several$ others,$ the$
level$of$ resources$ required$ is$generally$medium$ to$high,$depending$on$ the$
availability$of$appropriate$information$(e.g.,$Conservation$Significance$IndexJ$
VirahXSawmy,$ Ebeling,$ &$ Taplin,$ 2014).$ Given$ this$ situation,$ stakeholders$
highlighted$ the$ need$ of$ developing$ metrics$ that$ are$ both,$ scientifically$
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rigorous$and$efficient$ in$ terms$of$ cost$ and$ time.$The$ idea$ is$ to$ encourage$
project$ developers$ to$ use$ and$ implement$ such$ metrics,$ for$ which$ their$
practicality$represents$a$critical$factor.$
$
•$ The$ indicators$ considered$ within$ each$metric$ should$ depend$ on$ the$
biodiversity$ target$ being$ assessed:$ Indicators$ used$ to$ assess$ project$




Newell,$ &$Cheal,$ 2003),$ assessments$ of$ treeless$ vegetation$ types$ require$
the$removal$of$inappropriate$indicators,$and$standardizing$the$habitat$score$
for$ the$ remaining$ ones,$ reducing$ the$ level$ of$ discrimination$ within$ these$
vegetation$types.$$
$
•$ Metrics$ should$ be$ complemented$ by$ considering$ ‘special$ values’:$
Capable$of$modifying$the$metric’s$final$results,$these$‘special$values’$should$
include:$ presence$ of$ sensitive$ species,$ high$ conservation$ value$ of$ the$
habitat/ecosystem$ type$ being$ assessed,$ relevant$ ecosystem$ services,$
significant$concentrations$of$migratory$species,$cultural$values,$magnitude$of$
the$ generated$ impact,$ among$ others.$ These$ ‘special$ values’$ are$ usually$
integrated$ through$ the$ use$ of$ multipliers,$ used$ to$ increase$ the$ amount$ of$
biodiversity$gains$required.$ In$ this$sense,$ independently$of$ the$metric$used$
to$calculate$ the$balance$between$project$ impacts$and$offset$gains,$several$
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stakeholders$ highlighted$ the$ need$ of$ integrating$ within$ the$ corresponding$
method$ multipliers$ that$ consider$ the$ presence$ of$ special$ features$ in$ the$
landscape$being$assessed.$$
$
4.2.$ Step$ 2:$ Review$ and$ characterization$ of$ existing$metrics$ and$ their$
implications$
The$results$of$Step$2$of$my$research$method$were$designed$to$answer$each$of$the$








measuring$biodiversity$ values$ in$ the$context$of$
offsetting$ strategies$ and$ how$ are$ they$
characterized?$
P2a:$ Matrix$ comparing$ core$ principles$ of$
available$biodiversity$offset$metrics.$
(2)$What$are$the$best$currently$existing$metrics$
for$ measuring$ biodiversity$ values$ in$ Latin$
America$ in$ the$ context$ of$ offsetting$ strategies$
(according$ to$ standardized$ frameworks$ and$
stakeholder’s$criteria)?$
P2b:$Matrix$characterizing$available$biodiversity$
offset$ metrics$ according$ to$ indicator$ desirable$
properties$ (Munn,$ 1988J$Noss,$ 1990),$ attributes$









4.2.1.$ Product$ P2a$ _$ Matrix$ comparing$ core$ principles$ of$ available$
biodiversity$offset$metrics$
This$ product$ is$ presented$ in$ Appendix$ A,$ and$ summarized$ in$ Table$ 14.$ It$ was$




of$ biodiversity$ offset$ metrics$ for$ terrestrial$ ecosystems,$ including$ wetlands,$ from$
which$ other$ more$ specific$ metrics$ derive.$ These$ metrics$ respond$ to$ different$
creation$ objectives,$ which$ dictate$ the$ biodiversity$ target$ being$ assessed,$ the$
formula$ and$ indicators$ used,$ and$ the$ methodological$ process$ implied.$ Other$
characteristics$that$do$not$necessarily$respond$to$the$metrics’$creation$objectives,$
such$ as$ a$ consideration$ of$ the$ landscape$ context$ and/or$ benchmark$ area,$ also$
differentiate$one$metric$from$another,$making$some$more$robust$than$others.$$
$
In$ general,$ most$ of$ the$ assessed$ metrics$ target$ ecological$ communities$ or$
ecosystems$ and$ consist$ of$ preXdefined$ indicators$ (more$ than$ one).$ All$ of$ these$
indicators$target$at$least$the$composition$attribute$of$biodiversity$(defined$by$Noss,$
1990),$while$a$few$also$address$structureJ$only$four$of$the$considered$metrics$focus$
at$ the$ three$ attributes$ of$ biodiversity,$ including$ function.$ Regarding$ the$ use$ of$
benchmark$ areas,$ only$ three$ of$ the$ assessed$ metrics$ considered$ them$ when$
valuating$losses$and$gains.$
$
Finally,$ from$ the$ set$ of$ 13$metrics$ assessed,$ only$ three$ included$ some$ sort$ of$ a$
landscape$ perspective.$ According$ to$ Quétier$ and$ Lavorel$ (2011),$ if$ losses$ and$
gains$are$assessed$in$terms$of$a$site’s$‘quality$x$area’,$then$that$quality$should$take$
into$ account$ the$ site’s$ location$ in$ the$ ecological$ landscape,$ in$ relation$ to$ other$













































































































































4.2.2.$ Product$ P2b$ _$ Matrix$ characterizing$ available$ biodiversity$ offset$
metrics$ according$ to$ established$ frameworks$ and$ stakeholders’$
criteria$
This$product$is$presented$in$Appendix$B,$and$was$developed$to$answer$the$second$
review$ question:$ What$ are$ the$ best$ currently$ existing$ metrics$ for$ measuring$
biodiversity$values$in$Latin$America$in$the$context$of$offsetting$strategies,$according$
to$ standardized$ frameworks$ and$ stakeholders’$ criteria?$ The$ frameworks$






















by$ Munn$ (1988)$ and$ Noss$ (1990),$ the$ attributes$ of$ suitable$ forms$ of$ metrics$
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identified$ by$ the$BBOP$ (BBOP,$ 2012)$ and$ stakeholders’$ criteria,$ the$Biodiversity$
Significance$ Index$ (BSI)$would$be$ the$most$ suitable$metric$ for$measuring$ impact$
losses$ and$ offset$ gains$ in$ Latin$ America,$ followed$ by$ the$Habitat$Hectares$ (HH)$
approach$ (within$ the$ analyzed$ set$ of$ current$metrics).$ Both$ types$ of$metrics$ are$
based$on$an$‘area$x$quality’$formulaJ$however,$ in$the$first$case,$the$‘quality’$of$the$
environment$ is$determined$by$ its$condition,$biodiversity$significance,$conservation$
significance,$ land$ use$ change,$ and$ landscape$ context,$while$ in$ the$ second$ case$
only$by$its$condition$and$landscape$context.$According$to$the$stakeholders’$criteria,$
the$integration$of$ ‘special$values’$(e.g.,$biodiversity$and$conservation$significance)$




proposed$ land$ uses.$ It$ can$ be$ used$ at$ different$ spatial$ scales$ to$ evaluate$
vegetation$and$ landscape$condition.$Besides$being$ characterized$by$ three$of$ the$
six$ stakeholders’$ criteria$ (Appendix$B),$ the$ relatively$ high$ score$ obtained$ can$ be$
explained$ by$ the$ following:$ (1)$ the$ metric’s$ capability$ of$ providing$ a$ continuous$
assessment$ over$ a$ wide$ range$ of$ stressesJ$ (2)$ its$ relevancy$ to$ ecologically$
significant$ phenomenaJ$ (3)$ ability$ to$ capture$ type,$ amount,$ and$ condition$ of$ the$
conservation$ targetJ$and$ (4)$ the$ inclusion$of$context$dependent$ information$about$
the$importance$of$the$biodiversity$component(s)$assessed.$However,$it$is$important$
to$mention$that$the$land$use$types$considered$by$this$metric$are$only$applicable$to$
the$ New$ South$ Wales$ (NSW)$ Environmental$ Services$ Scheme.$ Likewise,$ the$
Conservation$Significance$categories$included$are$based$on$those$used$within$the$
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NSW$ vegetation$ classification$ database,$ reason$ why$ it$ obtained$ a$ low$ score$
regarding$geographic$applicability.$$
$
The$ metrics$ that$ had$ the$ lowest$ final$ scores$ (see$ Table$ 15J$ Units$ of$ Global$
Distribution$ and$ US$ Conservation$ Banking)$ exhibited$ only$ one$ of$ the$ six$
stakeholders’$ criteria$ (Appendix$ B).$ Both$ metrics$ consider$ species$ as$ the$
conservation$target,$lack$objectivity$(i.e.,$results$are$qualitative$and$depend$on$the$
evaluator),$have$indicators$that$are$not$target$type$dependent,$and$do$not$provide$




As$ stated$ in$ Chapter$ 1,$ current$ metrics$ for$ accounting$ equivalences$ are$ not$
suitable$for$all$situations,$and$therefore$should$not$be$directly$extrapolated$into$any$
offsetting$ scheme$ without$ previous$ evaluation$ of$ their$ implications.$ The$
mechanisms$used$should$depend$on$the$characteristics$of$the$biodiversity$interests$
and$the$specific$scheme’s$final$objectives$(DEFRA,$2011).$In$this$sense,$according$
to$ Bull,$ Suttle,$ Gordon,$ Singh,$ and$ MilnerXGulland$ (2013),$ choosing$ the$ most$
appropriate$measurement$ framework$ for$ a$ biodiversity$ offsetting$ strategy$ from$ a$
wide$set$involves$much$more$than$simply$selecting$characteristic$or$representative$
components$ of$ the$ ecosystem$ in$ question.$ It$ also$ requires$ a$ clear$ decision$
regarding$ the$ fundamental$ objective$ of$ the$ offset$ policy,$ which$ in$ this$ case,$
according$to$the$mitigation$hierarchy,$involves$achieving$no$net$loss,$or$a$net$gain,$
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of$ biodiversity.$ This$ situation$ led$ to$ the$ third$ review$ question$ (see$ Subsection$
4.2.3).$
$
Finally,$ it$should$be$taken$ into$account$ that,$although$the$maximum$possible$ final$
score$ (FSX3)$ is$ six,$ all$ of$ the$ obtained$ results$ are$ below$ half$ of$ such$maximum$
possible$ value$ (see$ Table$ 15).$ Appendix$ B$ shows$ that$ none$ of$ the$ metrics$
assessed$ enable$ the$ calculation$ of$ residual$ losses$ and$ gains$ of$ the$ use$ and$




to$ the$ type$ of$ environment/target$ being$ assessed,$ take$ into$ account$ objective$
numerical$values,$and$consider$benchmark$areas$(stakeholders’$criteria).$$
$
These$ results$ support$ the$ need$ for$ exploring,$ creating,$ and$ structuring$ a$ more$
comprehensive$ tool$ for$ stakeholders$ to$ use$ when$ evaluating$ the$ success$ of$
biodiversity$offsetting$strategies$ in$Latin$America.$Furthermore,$ this$ tool$needs$ to$
cover$ the$ previously$ identified$ gaps,$ overcoming$ the$ detected$ limitations,$ and$
strengthening$the$recognized$advantages$of$currently$existing$accounting$methods.$
This$ new$ framework$ could$ be$ built$ from$ the$ already$ existing$ metrics$ and$





This$ product$ (Appendix$ C)$ was$ developed$ to$ answer$ the$ third$ and$ last$ review$
question:$ Under$ what$ biodiversity$ offset$ project$ scenario$ is$ each$ metric$ more$
suitable?$This$decision$tree$aims$at$helping$stakeholders$select$the$most$adequate$




alternatives$ is$ mutually$ exclusive$ and$ collectively$ exhaustive).$ The$ event$ nodes,$
shown$as$circles,$ represent$a$point$where$uncertainty$ is$ resolved$ (a$point$where$
the$ decision$ maker$ learns$ about$ the$ occurrence$ of$ an$ event).$ The$ branches$
extending$ from$ each$ decision$ node$ correspond$ to$ event$ branches,$ each$
representing$one$of$the$possible$events$that$may$occur$at$that$point.$$
$
In$ general,$ decision$ nodes$ and$ branches$ represent$ the$ controllable$ factors$ in$ a$
decision$problemJ$event$nodes$and$branches$represent$uncontrollable$factors.$The$
tree$ was$ constructed$ considering$ as$ decision$ nodes$ and$ events$ the$ principal$
differentiating$ characteristics$ between$ the$ different$ metrics$ assessed,$ giving$













The$ matrix$ comparing$ core$ principles$ of$ available$ biodiversity$ offset$ metrics$
(Product$P2a,$see$Figure$1)$acts$as$a$menu$of$the$available$metrics$and$their$main$
characteristics.$ A$ stakeholder$ could$ use$ it$ to$ learn$ about$ the$ different$ types$ of$
existing$ metrics$ and$ how$ they$ differ.$ The$ matrix$ characterizing$ available$
biodiversity$offset$metrics$according$ to$established$ frameworks$and$stakeholders’$
criteria$(Product$P2b,$see$Figure$1)$provides$information$about$how$these$comply$
with$ what$ is$ expected$ in$ terms$ of$ the$ best$ practices$ for$ measuring$ ecological$




4.3.$ Step$ 3:$ Development$ of$ a$ logic$ model$ for$ assessing$ offset$
performance$over$time$and$across$space$
Step$ 3$ involved$ the$ development$ of$ two$ products:$ P3a,$ description$ of$ the$Offset$














For$ Application$ 1$ (selection$ of$ the$ most$ appropriate$ offset$ site$ from$ a$ set$ of$
potential$offset$areas$ [i.e.,$analysis$across$space]J$see$Subsection$3.3),$once$ the$
most$appropriate$metric$ is$ selected,$ the$set$of$ potential$ offset$areas$ that$provide$
the$calculated$offset$ requirements$ is$used$as$an$ input$ for$ the$OPLM.$The$model$
answers$ the$ question:$ What$ is$ the$ best$ offset$ area$ alternative?$ As$ a$ result$ or$
output,$ it$ then$determines$which$area$performs$ the$best$ in$ terms$of$ its$ecological$
equivalence$ to$ the$ impact$area$within$a$ specific$ landscape$context$ (Figure$8).$ In$
this$ case,$ the$ OPLM$ contributes$ towards$ solving$ the$ problem$ of$ the$ lack$ of$












Considering* the* Application* 2* (monitoring* of* the* development* of* a* specific*
established* offset* area* [i.e.,* analysis* over* time]=* see* Subsection* 3.3),* once* an*
offset* area* has* been* selected* and* established,* the* selected* area* is* used* as* a*
model* input.* The* OPLM* answers* the* question:* How* is* the* offset* area*
behaving/evolving*over*time?*As*a*result*or*output,*it*then*determines*the*necessity*
of* implementing* corrective* measures* as* part* of* an* integrative* adaptive*
management* process* (see* Figure* 8).* It* also* provides* information* about* which*
landscape*characteristic*should*be* tackled* through* these*corrective*measures.* In*
this* sense,* it* comprises* a* useful* planning* tool* for* determining*what* actions*may*
best*influence*the*situation*at*a*specific*site*and*what*factors*should*be*monitored*
to* determine* if* these* are* changing* (and* how)* with* the* project* implementation,*
contributing* towards* solving* the* problem* of* the* lack* of* a* systematic* tool* for*




In* case* of* Application* 1,* the* theory* I* am* addressing* behind* the* problematic*
behavior* consists* in* that* existing* metrics* do* not* consider* (or* appropriately*
consider)* the* landscape* context* when* determining* offset* requirements* and*
selecting*the*most*appropriate*offset*site.*Although*these*metrics*usually*allow*the*













landscape’s* composition,* structure,* and* function.* Landscapes* are* dynamic*
systems* susceptible* to* disturbances,* and* their* changing* performance* over* time*














According* to* TNC’s* (2003)* 5US* Framework,* conservation* targets* (in* this* case*
offsetting* targets)* may* include* the* following:* ecological* systems,* ecological*




are* linked* by* ecological* processes,* underlying* environmental* features* (…),* or*
environmental*gradients*(…)=*and*(3)*form*a*robust,*cohesive,*and*distinguishable*
unit* on* the* ground”* (p.* IVU1).21* Accordingly,* ecological* systems* occur* at* three*
geographic* scales:* local* (i.e.,* patch),* intermediate* (i.e.,* large* group* of* patches),*




































































































































































In* the* case* of* the* function* indicators,* it* is* important* to* mention* that,*
according* to*Noss*(1990),* these*should* include*variables*such*as:*nutrient*
cycling* rates,*energy* flow* rates,*disturbance*processes,*colonization* rates,*
biomass* and* resource* productivity,* among* others.* However,* given* the*
complexity* of* such* indicators* in* terms* of* the* time* and* data* requirements*
involved,* Edge* Density* (ED)* and* PerimeterUArea* Fractal* Dimension*
(PAFRAC)* were* chosen* as* proxy* measures* for* function,* assuming* that*
these* have* a* close* relationship* with* the* biotic* interactions* of* the* habitat*
addressed,* in* the* first* case,* and* with* the* environmental* regimes* and*
processes*of*the*landscape,*in*the*second.**
*
ED* was* chosen* as* a* proxy* measure* for* characterizing* biotic* interactions*
considering* that* edges* are* often* responsible* for* increased* predation* and**
the*invasion*of*exotic*plant*species*and,* in*many*cases,*act*as*barriers*for*
animal* movement* (McGarigal,* n.d.).* Regarding* the* latter,* the* boundary*
between*patches*can*function*as*a*differentiallyUpermeable*membrane*that*
facilitates* some* ecological* flows* while* impeding* others,* or* as* a* semiU
permeable*membrane*that*partially*impairs*flows*(McGarigal,*n.d.).**
*
PAFRAC* was* selected* as* a* surrogate* measure* for* characterizing*
environmental* regimes*and*processes,* taking* into*account* that*sizeUshape*




dimension* of* patch* shapes* suggests* common* ecological* processes* or*
anthropogenic* influence* affecting* patches,* and* differences* between*




thought* to* be* applicable* to* general* situations,* alternative* variables* have*
been* proposed* in* each* case* (Appendix*D)=* which* indicator* to* use* should*
depend* on* each* project’s* specific* context,* selecting* indicators* that* are*
ecologically* meaningful* in* each* specific* situation.* This* represents* a* key*
issue*in*the*proposed*model,*as*determining*which*indicators*of* landscape*
performance* to* use* is* vital* to* producing* an* assessment* that* will* tell*
stakeholders*whether*or*not*their* landscape*is*moving*in*the*right*direction*













potential* offset* areas* within* a* specific* landscape).* Also,* for* reference*
purposes,*the*indicators*need*to*be*calculated*in*a*benchmark*area,*which*




o* Impact& area:* area* that* is* going* to* be* affected* by* the* project,*
either*directly,*by* the* removal*of* topsoil*and* the* implementation*
of* infrastructure*(project*footprint)*or* indirectly,*by*impacts*linked*
to* infrastructure* development,* before* these* occur* (i.e.,* without*
project* scenario).* It* corresponds* to* the* area* that* needs* to* be*
offset.**
o* Offset& area:* area*managed* to* offset* the* impacts* of* the* impact*
area.* It* could* be* analyzed* before* the* offset* measures* are*
implemented* (i.e.,* conservation* and/or*management* strategies),*
establishing* a* baseline,* or/and* after* the* measures* are*
implemented,*for*monitoring*purposes.**
o* Benchmark& area:* represents* the* average* characteristics* of* a*
mature* and* undisturbed* state* of* the* vegetation* type/ecosystem*
being*assessed.*
*




To*understand* the* performance* of* the* selected* condition* and* landscape* context*
indicators,*and*the*meaning*of*the*values*obtained*in*the*impact*and*offset*area*(in*
terms*of*the*target’s*condition),*a*ranking*system*is*needed.*This*system*was*build*
using* the*minimum*and*maximum*possible* values*of* the* corresponding* selected*
indicators,*which*define*the*two*ends*of*the*spectrum*(i.e.,*minimum*and*maximum*
boundaries)*of*the*ranking*system*for*the*evaluation*of*the*results*obtained.*These*
boundaries*would* help* to* determine* how* significant* the* differences* are* between*
the*results*obtained*per*indicator*in*the*impact*and*offset*areas.*For*example,*the*
difference*between*a*result*of*‘3’*in*the*impact*area,*and*‘5’*in*the*offset*area*for*a*




Moving* forward,* in* order* to* integrate* the* broad* set* of* generated* results* (eight*
indicators*for*three*different*areas)*into*a*visual*device*that*can*be*practically*used*
by* offsetting* planners,* I* propose* incorporating* the* different* condition* and*
landscape* context* indicators* calculated* into* an* AMOEBA* diagram.23* This* is* a*
specific*type*of*radar*diagram*consisting*of*concentric*circles*of* increasing*radios*




was*developed* in* the*Netherlands* in*1989*to*serve*as*an*evaluating*framework*for* the*ecological*
quality*of*water*systems*(Ten*Brink,*Hospers,*&*Colijn,*1991).##
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used* to* visually*assess*a*system’s*condition* relative* to*an*optimal*one,*which* in*




•* The* numbers* for* feeding* the* diagram* (results* obtained* for* each* indicator*
and*area)*are*normalized*and* turned* into*standardized*values*based*on*a*
common*scale,*where*‘1’*corresponds*to*the*‘best’*possible*scenario*and*‘0’*
















Figures* 9* and* 10* present* hypothetical* examples* of* AMOEBA* diagrams* for* the*
condition*and*landscape*context*indicators,*developed*following*the*considerations*
described*above.*Both*diagrams*present*the*results*for*the*four*different*series*of*
data* (i.e.,* minimum* and* maximum* boundaries,* offset,* impact,* and* benchmark*
values)* for* each*of* the* eight* indicators* considered.* The* closer* the* results* of* the*
offset*area*to*those*of*the*impact*area*(as*in*Figure*9,*in*comparison*to*Figure*10),*








Indicators:* SHDI* =* Shannon's* diversity* index=* SPLIT* =* Splitting* index=*




























Indicators:* SHDI* =* Shannon's* diversity* index=* SPLIT* =* Splitting* index=*


































•* The*AMOEBA*diagram*pools* indicators*together* in*a*visual*manner,*giving*
an* overall* visual* effect* of* integration* without* aggregating* the* obtained*
results.*Unlike*some*other*approaches*that*create*and*use*a*single*value*or*
indicator,* these* diagrams* keep* the* richness* intact* and* let* the* reader*




•* By*analyzing*the*selected*indicators* independently,* it* is*possible*to* identify*
the* key* landscape* aspects* that* need* to* be* strengthened/enhanced* to*
improve* the* overall* outcome,* creating* the* opportunity* to* integrate* the*
proposed*tool*with*the*process*of*adaptive*management.**
•* The*AMOEBA*diagram*allows*determining*where*flaws*occur,*distinguishing*









determined* by* the* selected* indicator*within* this* criterion* (core* area* index* [CAI]).*
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The*condition*and*landscape*context*values*are*determined*by*the*arithmetic*sum*
of* the* percentage* change* between* the* indicator* values* at* the* offset* area* and*























the* arithmetic* sum* of* the* indicator* values* on* the* impact* area* (either* for* the*
condition*or* landscape*context*criterion).*According*to*the*model,*negative*values*




•* The* area* does* not* represent* an* adequate* alternative* for* offsetting* the*
corresponding*impacts*(in*the*case*of*analyses*across*space)=*or**







the* indicator* values* on* the* impact* area* (either* for* the* condition* or* landscape*
context* criterion).*According* to* the*model,*positive*values*suggest* that* the*offset*





•* A*net*gain*of*biodiversity* is*evidenced*and* thus* the*offsetting*strategy*can*
be* considered* sucessful* (in* the* case* of* analyses* over* time).* There* is* no*



















































































indicates( equivalence( between( impact( and( offset( areas( (i.e.,( no( net( loss( of(
biodiversity(from(a(landscape(perspective).(A(positive(OPV(suggests(that(the(offset(
area( overNperforms( the( impact( area( (i.e.,( net( gain( of( biodiversity( at( a( landscape(















Given( the( uncertainties( involved( in( the( offset( outcomes,( simplifications( in(
measurements,( and( time( lags( between( the( project( impact( and( the( offset( area(
achieving( its( objectives,( in( order( to( be( confident( of( achieving( no( net( loss,(
multipliers25( are( recommended( to( increase( the( amount( of( biodiversity( gains(
required( (in( this( case,( the( offset( core( area).( The( multiplier( selected( should(
correspond( to( the( regulations( the( project( is( complying( with.( For( example,( the(
largest( obligatory( multipliers( come( under( South( Africa’s( Western( Cape( offset(
policy,( requiring( compensation( of( 30( ha( of( land( for( every( ha( cleared( in( critically(
endangered( habitats( (Department( of( Environmental( Affairs( and( Development(
Planning([DEADP],(2007).((
(
Besides( taking( into( account( existing( regulatory(multipliers,( it( is( also( important( to(
consider( the(existence(of( ‘special( features’( in( the( impact( areaa( these( include( the(
presence( of( threatened/rare( species,( unique( or( threatened( ecosystems/habitats,(
relevant(ecosystem(services,(significant(concentrations(of(migratory(species,(local(
cultural(values,(among(others.(The(multiplier(selected(to(assure(a(no(net(loss(of(the(
mentioned( features( should( ultimately( depend( on( the( project’s( reality,( objectives,(
and(impact(magnitude.(( (
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((




structure! as! a! decision! making! tool! for! the! implementation! and!
evaluation! of! biodiversity! offsets! according! to! specific! model!
components!and!offset!principles!
4.3.2.1.! Application!of! the!basic!components!of! logic!and!conservation!
models!to!the!Offset!Performance!Logic!Model!structure!!
Components!of!Logic!Models!
According( to( Kellogg( (2004),( logic( models( are( comprised( of( five( main( steps( or(
components( that( illustrate( the( connection( between( the( planned( work( and( the(












o( Resources/inputs:! resources( a( program( has( available( to( direct(
towards( doing( the( work.( In( the( OPLM,( these( consist( of( the( set( of(
potential(areas(and/or(selected(offset(area(being(monitored(over(time.!!
o( Activities:!processes,(tools,(events,(technology,(and(actions(that(are(
an( intentional( part( of( the( program( implementation.( It( involves( using(
the( selected( indicators( to( calculate( the( Offset( Performance( Value(
(OPV).!
•( Intended!results:(
o( Outputs:! direct( products( of( program( activities.( In( the( case( of( the(
OPLM,( these( would( consist( of( the( selected( offset( area,( and/or(
determination( of( the( corrective( measures( that( need( to( be(
implemented(in(such(area.((
o( Outcomes:!specific( short( and( longNterm( changes( generated( by( the(
program( activities.( Achieving( ecological( equivalence( between( the(
offset(and(impact(area(in(the(case(of(the(OPLM.(
o( Impacts:! fundamental( change( occurring( as( a( result( of( program(




According( to( Margoluis,( Stem,( Salafsky,( and( Brown( (2009),( conceptual( models(
differ( from( logic( ones( in( that( the( former( provides( a( higher( level( of( detail( and(
precision(by(attempting(to(show(all(of(the(main(forces(occurring(in(the(project(area,(
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tracing( back( root( causes( or( driving( forces( affecting( threats( and( targets,( and(
illustrating(the(interactions(among(the(identified(factors.(The(different(components(
of(a(conservation(conceptual(model,(described(by(Margoluis,(Stem,(Salafsky,(and(
Brown( (2009),( can( also( be( applied( to( the( OPLM( developed.( These( are:( scope,(
conservation(target,(direct(threat,(contributing(factor,(strategy,(goal,(and(objective.(





and( the( different( subNbasins( within( it( is( extremely( important,( specially(
considering( that( offset( areas( within( the( same( study( site( boundaries( (e.g.,(
same(basin(or(subNbasin),(would(present(equivalent(values(for(the(condition(
and(landscape(context(indicators,(as(explained(before.(
•( Conservation! target:( ecological( systems/ecological( communities(
aggregated(into(dynamic(assemblages(or(complexes(that((1)(occur(together(
on( the( landscapea( (2)( are( linked( by( ecological( processes,( underlying(
environmental( features,( or( environmental( gradienta( and( (3)( form( a( robust,(
cohesive,(and(distinguishable(unit(on(the(ground.(
•( Direct!threat:(this(depends(on(the(specific(project(context,(and(varies(on(a(
project( by( project( basis.( Considering( the( principle( of( ‘additionality’( (see(




done( through( counterfactual( scenario( building( (what( would( have( occurred(
without( the( intervention).( Such( counterfactual( scenarios( respond( to( the(
direct(threats(of(the(model.(
•( Contributing! factor:! includes( anything( influencing,( positively( and/or(





o( Corrective(measures( to( be( implemented( in( the( offset( area( (through(
the( process( of( adaptive(management)( to(make( sure( no( net( loss( of(
biodiversity(is(being(achieved(through(time.((




o( Selecting( the(best(offset(area(alternative( in( relation( to( its( location( in(
the(landscape.(
o( Assessing( if( the( offset( area( is( adequately( compensating( what( has(




Appendix( E( presents( a( visual( representation( of( how( the( logic( and( conservation(
model(components(described(fit(within(the(OPLM(structure.(
(
4.3.2.2.! Application!of!BBOP’s!principles! on!biodiversity! offsets! to! the!
Offset!Performance!Logic!Model!structure!
According(to(the(BBOP(Advisory(Group((2012),(the(following(principles(need(to(be(
met( when( designing( and( implementing( biodiversity( offsets( and( verifying( their(
success:( adherence( to( the( mitigation( hierarchy,( limits( to( what( can( be( offset,(
landscape( context,( no( net( loss,( additional( conservation( outcomes,( stakeholder(
participation,( equity,( longNterm( outcomes,( transparency,( science,( and( traditional(
knowledge.( Below( a( brief( description( of( the( application( of( such( principles( to( the(
structure(of(the(Offset(Performance(Logic(Model.(
(
•( Adherence! to! the!mitigation!hierarchy:( the(OPLM( should( only( be( used(




offset(area( is(underNperforming( in(relation( to( the( impact(area,(and(thus(the(
area( does( not( represent( an( adequate( alternative( for( offsetting( the(
corresponding( impacts( from( a( landscape( perspective.( If( none( of( the(




context( for( selecting( the( best( alternative( offset( area( and/or( assessing( the(
performance(of(the(selected(area(over(time.((
•( No! net! loss:( no( net( loss( is( assessed( by( measuring( the( ecological(
equivalence(between(the(offset(and(impact(areas(at(a(landscape(scale.((
•( Additional! conservation! outcomes:( when( selecting( the( set( of( potential(
offset( areas,( the( conservation( status( and/or( potential( threats( over( such(
areas( should( be( considered.( A( biodiversity( offset( should( achieve(
conservation(outcomes(above(and(beyond(results(that(would(have(occurred(
if(the(offset(had(not(taken(place.((
•( Stakeholder! participation:( because( of( the( way( in( which( the( OPLM( is(
structured( (through( different( compartmentalized( stages),( it( facilitates( the(
participation(of(stakeholders(throughout(the(process.((
•( Equity:(because(of(its(compartmentalized(structure,(the(OPLM(can(be(used(
to( explicitly( portray( the( rights( and( responsibilities,( risks,( and( rewards(
associated( with( an( offset( project( of( the( different( stakeholders( involved,(
making(sure(these(are(shared(in(a(fair(and(balanced(way.(
•( LongSterm! outcomes:! the( OPLM( allows( the( assessment( of( the( selected(






a(biodiversity(offset,(and(communication(of( its( results( to( the(public,(should(





4.4.! Step! 4:! Assessment! of! existing! metrics! and! use! of! the! Offset!
Performance!Logic!Model!against!the!biodiversity!offset!case!study!!
Step(4(involved(the(development(of(two(products:(P4a,(comparison(of(biodiversity(







assessment! of! suitability! of! potential! offset! areas! using! different!
metrics!
4.4.1.1.! Metric!selection!
Considering( that:( (1)( according( to( stakeholder’s( criteria,( no( net( loss( should( be(
achieved( at( an( ecosystem( or( habitat( levela( (2)( there( is( not( an( established( credit(
system( available( for( the( study( areaa( and( (3)( there( is( quantitative( information(
available( for( the( BOCS( areaa( the( decision( tree( (Appendix( C)( suggests( that( two(
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followed( using( a( series( of( steps( that( involved( the( analysis( of( both( site( condition(
components( (large( trees,( tree( cover,( understorey( components,( cover( of( weeds,(













•( Understorey! components:! This( assessment( includes( only( indigenous(






According( to( the( information( presented( in( the( Environmental( Impact(
Assessment((EIA)(of(the(BOCS(area((Knight(Piésold,(2010),(the(impact(area(
presents(75%(of(the(life(forms(present(in(the(benchmark(area((Table(17).(Of(














































A( thorough( literature( review( of( nonNnative( invasive( species( of( Peru( was(
conducted.26(The(list(of(species(obtained(was(crossNreferenced(with(the(list(
of( species( reported( in( the( BOCS( area,( according( to( the( information(
presented(in(the(project’s(EIA((Knight(Piésold,(2010).(A(total(of(20(invasive(
flora( species( (Table( 19),( was( reported,( none( of( which( are( considered( of(
highNthreat.((
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((




































>(50%(cover(of(weeds( 4( 2( 0(
25–50%(cover(of(weeds( 7( 6( 4(
5–25%(cover(of(weeds( 11( 9( 7(




•( Recruitment:!According( to( Parkes,( Newell,( and( Cheal( (2003),( given( that(
many(species(at(a(site(may(be(ephemeral((e.g.,(many(herbaceous(species)(
and(recruitment(can(be(difficult(to(quantify,(this(component(focuses(only(on(
woody( perennial( species,( maintaining( like( this( consistency( between(
assessments.(As(the(offsetting(target(does(not(present(arboreal(vegetation,(





annually( (Suarez( &( Medina,( 2001).( In( the( case( of( the( BOCS( area,( plant!
biomass(accumulates(and(dries(on( the(surface( in( zones(with( low(stocking(














assessment( of( this( component,( I( used( the( presence/absence( of( burned(
areas( and( amount( of( biomass( as( a( proxy( for( the( amount( of( organic( litter(
present.(According( to( the(agrostology(and(biomass(maps(presented( in( the(









































of( native( vegetation( in( a( fragmented( landscape,( it( complies( with( the(
definition( of( significantly( disturbed( of( the( Regional( Forest( Agreement( Old(
Growth( analyses,( where( unNnatural( disturbances( have( altered( the( primary(
attributes( of( the( native( vegetation( (The( State( of( Victoria( Department( of(















unlinked( native( vegetation( in( the( ‘neighborhood’.( A( total( of( three(
‘neighborhoods’(within(nested(radii( (of(100(m,(1(km,(5(km)(are(scored(and(




done(using(Geographic( Information(System( (GIS)( tools( (ArcGIS(software).(
In(the(case(of(the(impact(area,(a(score(of(8.7(was(obtained.(However,(since(





the( nearest( core( area,( which( is( defined( as( “a( block( of( native( vegetation(
greater(than(50(ha”((Parkes,(Newell,(&(Cheal,(2003,(p.(37).(Areas(that(are(
part( of( a( vegetation( patch( greater( than( 50( ha( are( considered( contiguous,(
and( thus(score(maximum(points.(Using(ArcGIS(software( I(determined( that(
the(impact(area(is(less(than(1(km(away(from(a(core(area((score(of(4(units,(

















































which( the( methodological( framework( outlined( by( Oliver( and( Parkes( (2003)( was(
followed.( According( to( this( metric,( a( Biodiversity( Significance( Score( (BSS)( is(













This( metric( recognizes( that( the( biodiversity( value( of( a( site( varies( depending( on(








o( Adjacent! to!an!existing!remnant:(At( least(one(edge(of( the( impact(
site( is( within( 10( m( of( an( extant( area( of( native( vegetation,( so( this(
criterion(qualifies(for(points.(The(conservation(status(of(the(patch(was(
determined( using( the( agrostology(map( presented( in( the( EIA( of( the(
BOCS(area,(which(classifies(the(vegetation(condition(of(the(pastures(
surrounding( the(different(peatland(patches( from(really(poor( to(good.(
In( the( case(of( the( impact( patch,( it( is( inmerssed( in( a(matriz( of( poor(
quality(pastures.(This(corresponds(to(a(score(of(2.((
(
o( Connects! two! or!more! remnants:( At( least( two( separate( areas( of(
native( vegetation(are(within(10(m(of( an(edge(of( the( impact( site,( so(




o( Incorporates! a! riparian! zone:( To( qualify( for( points( under( this(
criterion,( the( site( must( incorporate( an( intermittent( or( permanent(
watercourse(shown(on(a(topographical(map(of(scale(1:50,000.(In(this(
case,( the( impact( patch( is( traversed( by( a( tributary( of( the(Quebrada(
Chirimayo(River.(To(determine(the(condition(of(the(riparian(zone,(the(
results(of( the(Generic(Diatom(Generalized(Index((GDI)(of( the(area’s(
water( bodies( were( considered( (Knight( Piésold,( 2010).( The( results(




these( results,( the( riparian( zone( can( be( characterized( as( having( a(
moderate(condition,(which(corresponds(to(a(score(of(4.((
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o( Patch!size:(The( impact(patch(has(an(area(of(23.13(ha.(Since( it( is(
bigger(than(20(ha,(the(corresponding(score(is(25.(
(
o( ‘Neighborhood’:( Three( nested( ‘neighborhoods’( were( assessed,(
based(on( the(area(of(native(vegetation,(as(a(proportion(of( the( total(




o( Distance! to! core! area:( estimation( of( the( distance( to( the( nearest(
large( patch( of( native( vegetation,( greater( than( 50( ha.( The( impact(
patch( is( contiguos( to( a( large( patch( of( pasture,( and( therefore( the(
obtained(score(corresponds(to(10.((
(













At( this( scale,( landscape( context( aims( to( prioritize( areas( such( as( regional(
corridors(from(the(aspect(of(biodiversity(conservation.(The(BOCS(area(does(
not(have(any(type(of(designation(or(importance(statusa(there(are(no(National(
Protected( Areas( within( it,( RAMSAR( wetlands,( or( Important( Bird( Areas(










and( the( information( included( in( the( biological( baseline( of( the( site’s( EIA( (Knight(










peatlands( in( the(region.(Figure(13(shows(the(extent(of( the( impact(patch( in(
2010,(obtained( from(the(project’s(EIA((Knight(Piésold,(2010),(and( in(1969,(
obtained( from(Google(Earth(satellite( images.(During(a(41(year(period,( the(
extent(of( the( impact(patch(has(decreased(by(almost(50%((from(44.6(ha( in(











threats( to( the( peatlands( of( the( BOCS( area( include:( overgrazing,( peat(
extraction,(mining,(and(development(of(infrastructure((e.g.,(roads).!
o( Overgrazing:( All( Peruvian( peatlands( are( probably( being( grazed(
and/or( have( been( grazed( in( the( past,( and( are( thus( continuously(
subject( to( external( pressure( (Maldonado,( 2014).( At( present,( puna+
peatlands( show( patterns( of( excessive( stocking( and( consequent(
overgrazing(especially(due(to(the(high(density(of(alpaca(and(sheep(
(Lara(2003).(
o( Peat! extraction:( The( cutting( of( peat( for( use( as( a( fuel( for( cooking(
creates( high( impact( over( a( short( time( period.( The( natural(
regeneration( of( cutover( peatlands( is( slow( and( difficult( under( the(
prevailing( climatic( conditions,( especially( because( their( vegetation(
has(been(removed.(
o( Mining:( According( to( the( Peruvian( Environmental( Regulations( for(
Mining( Exploration( Activities( (DS( 20N2008NEM,( Article( 11):( "no(
exploration( activity( or( roads( may( cross( peatlands( or( wetlands,( or(
cause( placement( of( materials,( waste( or( any( other( matter( or(
substance( on( them.”( However,( this( is( not( the( case( for( exploration(
activities,(which(can(be(developed(in(peatland(areas.(
(
Besides( these( impacts,( it( is( important( to( consider( the( large(period(of( time(
required(for(peat(to(grow(and(accumulate(after(the(vegetation(formation(has(
been( impacted.( For( example,( in( Chilean( Andes,( the( rate( of( peat(
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least( 50%( for( the( immediate( future.( This( qualifies( as( a( severe( rate( of(
detrimental( change,( and( corresponds( to( the( Endangered( Conservation(
Significance(category((Oliver(&(Parkes,(2003).(
(
•( Time! frame! of! regional! extinction! if! threatening! processes! remain!
unchanged:( According( to( the( study( of( the( vegetation( composition( of( the(
peatlands( present( in( the(BOCS(area,( the( species( found(within( the( largest(
number( of( stands( evaluated,( and( with( the( largest( vegetation( cover,( are(
Werneria+ nubigena+ and( Calamagrostis+ tarmesis.( W.+ nubigena( has( a(
relatively( wide( distribution( throughout( Central( America( (reports( include(
Mexico( and(Guatemala)( and( the(Andes,( from(Colombia( to(Bolivia,( usually(
between(2,800(and(4,000(m(of(elevation.(In(Peru,(it(has(been(reported(in(the(
following( departments:( Ancash,( Amazonas,( Apurímac,( Cajamarca,( Cusco,(
Junín,( Lambayeque,( Lima,( La( Libertad( San( Martín,( and( Piura( (Salvador,(
Alonso,( &( Rios,( 2006).(C.+ tarmensis’s( distribution( is( similar( to( that( of(W.+
nubigena,(expanding(south(to(Argentina.(In(Peru,(it(has(been(reported(in(the(
departments(of:(Ancash,(Cajamarca,(Cusco,(Huánuco,(Huancavelica,(Junín,(
La( Libertad,( and( Pasco,( usually( at( elevations( between( about( 3,000( and(
4,000(m((Tovar,(1993).((
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Neither( of( these( species( is( considered( vulnerable( or( have( a( conservation(
category( (national( or( international),( and( both( are( well( represented(
throughout(their(distributions.(They(can(grow(under(harsh(conditions,(and(do(
not( have( particular( or( specific( requirements( to( develop.( Hence,( it( is( not(
expected( that( these( species( will( go( extinct( even( if( threatening( processes(


























The( assessment( of( vegetation( condition( requires( a( Vegetation( Condition(
Benchmark((VCB),(that(provides(a(range(of(values(for(vegetation(considered(to(be(
in(very(poor,(poor,(moderate,(high,(and(very(high(condition.(Since(a(VCB(does(not(



























•( Richness! of! benchmarked! plant! groups! (value! 25%):! For( the(
assessment(of(this(attribute,(the(richness(of(native(plants(in(the(impact(area(
was(estimated(for(the(four(plant(groups(in(Table(29,(and(compared(with(the(
richness( benchmarks( per( group( of( the( VCB( (Table( 30).( Table( 31( was(
constructed( using( the( information( presented( in( the(EIA(of( the(BOCS(area(





Condition!class! Very!low! Low! Moderate! High! Very!high!
Condition!score! 5! 10! 15! 20! 25!
Cushion(plants( 0( 1( 2N3( 4N5( >5(
Sedges(and(rushes( 0( 1( 2( 3N4( >4(
Bryophytes(and(lichens( 0( 1( 2N3( 4N5( >5(




Condition!class! Very!low! Low! Moderate! High!
Very!
high! Score!
Condition!score! 5! 10! 15! 20! 25!
Cushion(plants( VCB(
1( 2( 3,4( 5( >5(
(Impact( #( #( #( 5( #( 20(
Sedges(and(
rushes(
VCB( 1( 2( 3( 4( >4(
(Impact( #( 2( #( #( #( 10(
Bryophytes(and(
lichens(
VCB( 1( 2( 3,4( 5( >5(
(Impact( #( #( #( #( 7( 25(
Tufted(or(
tussock(grasses((
VCB( 1( 1( 2( 3( >3(













Table( 33( the( scoring( results( of( the( impact( area.( Tables(were( constructed(
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using( the( information( presented( in( the( EIA( of( the( BOCS( area( (Knight(




Condition!class! Very!low! low! Moderate! High! Very!high!
Condition!score! 4! 8! 12! 16! 20!
Cushion(plants( <7( 7N26( 26N45( 45N63( >63(
Sedges(and(rushes( <16( 16N21( 21N26( 26N31( >31(
Bryophytes(and(lichens( N( N( N( N( N(




Condition!class! Very!low! low! Moderate! High! Very!High!
Score!
Condition!score! 4! 8! 12! 16! 20!
Cushion(
plants(
VCB( <7( 7N26( 26N45( 45N63( >63( ((
Impact( ((
(
28(( (( (( 12(
Sedges(and(
rushes(
VCB( <16( 16N21( 21N26( 26N31( >31( ((
Impact( 7( (( (( (( (( 4(
Bryophytes(




VCB( <45( 45N51( 51N57( 57N63( >63( ((
Impact( (29(
(









offsetting( target(does(not(present(arboreal( vegetation,( the(component(was(
not(considered.(Because(of( this,( the(final(score(was(appropriately(adjusted(
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considering( the( percentage( values( presented( in( Table( 28,( removing( the(
corresponding( 10%( value( from( the( highest( posible( total( score( (see( Table(
36).#
(
•( Cover! or! density! of! weeds! (value! 15%):!As( in( the( case( of( the( Habitat(
Hectares( (HH)(metric,(assessment( is(based(on( the(cover(of(weed(species(
and(also( the( threat( posed(due( to( invasiveness.( The( results( correspond( to(
those(obtained(for(the(weed(cover(component,(of(the(HH(metric((Subsection(










>(50( 3( 1( 0(
25N50( 7( 5( 3(
5N25( 11( 9( 7(




litter( component( of( the( HH( metric,( the( impact( area( has( a( slightly( higher(
index(of(bare(soil,(lower(amount(of(peatland(biomass,(and(lower(amount(of(
pasture( biomass,( in( relation( to( the( benchmark( area.( Because( of( this,( the(
impact(area(was(characterized(as(having(between(10(and(50%(of(expected(
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•( Cover! or! density! of! hollowSbearing! trees! (value! 5%):!As( the( offsetting(
target( does( not( present( arboreal( vegetation,( the( component( was( not(
considered.( Because( of( this,( the( final( score( was( appropriately( adjusted(




not( present( arboreal( vegetation,( the( component( was( not( considered.(
Because(of( this,( the(final(score(was(appropriately(adjusted(considering(the(
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percentage(values(presented( in(Table(28,( removing( the(corresponding(5%(
value(from(the(highest(posible(total(score((Table(36).#
(





















Score( (BSS,( 53.7( units),( as( indicated( in( Equation( 4.( A( final( value( of( 1,243( is(





































Large(trees( 10( N( N( N( N( N(
Tree(cover( 5( N( N( N( N( N(
Understory(strata( 25( 0( 15( 5( 5( 5(
Lack(of(weeds( 15( 15( 15( 11( 15( 15(
Recruitment( 10( N( N( N( N( N(
Organic(litter( 5( 5( 5( 5( 3( 5(
Logs( 5( N( N( N( N( N(
Landscape(
context(
Patch(size( 10( 1( 6( 4( 8( 2(
‘Neighborhood’( 10( 7.79( 6.52( 7.11( 7.32( 7.55(
Core(area(distance( 5( 3( 3( 3( 3( 3(
Total! 31.79( 50.52( 35.11( 41.32( 37.55(
Total!standardized! 45.41( 72.17( 50.16( 59.03( 53.64(
Area!(ha)! 0.81( 16.87( 7.51( 23.1( 2.9(
Habitat!Hectares!units! 36.79( 1217.53( 376.68( 1363.56( 155.56(
Key:(


















CS( Total(CS(score( 80( 80( 80( 80( 80(
LC(
Site(scale((30%)( 2( 16( 12( 18( 24(
Local(scale((60%)( 31.1( 54.6( 47.5( 58.4( 43.9(
Regional(scale((10%)( 3( 3( 3( 3( 3(




2.5( 16.25( 10( 11.25( 15(
Cover( of( benchmarked( plant( groups(
(20%)(
8.0( 5.3( 5.3( 1.3( 5.3(
Recruitment((10%)( N( N( N( N( N(
Weeds((15%)( 15( 15( 11( 15( 15(
Organic(litter((05%)( 5( 5( 5( 3( 5(
Large(trees((15%)( N( N( N( N( N(
HollowNbearing(trees((05%)( N( N( N( N( N(
Wood(load((05%)( N( N( N( N( N(
Total(VC(score( 30.5( 41.6( 31.3( 30.6( 40.3(
Total(standardized(VC(score( 46.9( 64.0( 48.2( 47.1( 62.1(
Biodiversity!Significance!Score! 27.2( 49.1( 34.4( 37.5( 46.8(
Area!(ha)! 0.81( 16.87( 7.51( 23.1( 2.9(









meet( the(offset( requirements.( In(both(cases,(Offset(A( (Chailhuagón(subNbasin)( is(
characterized( as( the( least( qualified( area,( followed( by(Offsets( E,( C,( and( Ba( both(




These( results( suggest( that( the( two( metrics( considered( have( a( similar( behavior(
when(accounting(for(losses(and(gains(for(projects(with(similar(characteristics(as(the(




































analyze( additional( offset( areas,( or( (2)( construct( a( portfolio( of( offset( sites( (from(
those(already(analyzed)( that( together(offset( the(corresponding( impacts.(Pursuing(
the(first(alternative(would(be(costly(in(time(and(financial(requirements.(Considering(










4.4.2.! Product! P4b! S! Assessment! of! offset! performance! across! space!





























Offset(B( 1217.53( 828.8( No( No(
Offset(C( 376.68( 258( No( No(
Offset(D( 1363.56( 866.1( No( No(
Offset(E( 155.56( 135.8( No( No(
Portfolio(1:(B(+(D( 2581.09( 1694.9( Yes( Yes(
Portfolio(2:(B(+(D(+(C( 2957.77( 1952.9( Yes( Yes(
Portfolio(3:(B+D+E( 2736.65( 1830.7( Yes( Yes(
Portfolio(4:(B+D+A( 2617.88( 1717( Yes( Yes(
Portfolio(5:(D+C+E( 1895.8( 1259.9( Yes( Yes(
Key:((
Metrics:(HH(=(Habitat(Hectares(and(BSI(=(Biodiversity(Significance(Index(





As( indicated( in( Subsection( 4.4.1.4,( none( of( the( five( potential( offset( areas(
considered( (A( through( E),( on( its( own,( will( be( adequate( to( offset( the( expected(





The( OPLM( activities( (for( this( particular( case)( involves( determining( the( best(
potential(portfolio(of(offset(areasa(this,( in(terms(of(the(location(of(each(area(within(
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((
31#Even( though( the( inputs(consist(of(potential(sets(of(offset(areas,( the(OPLM(analyzes(each(area(
separately(and(delivers(individual(results.((
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the( landscape,( in( relation( to( the( impact( area.( This( is( determined( through( the(




The( potential( offset( areas,( as( well( as( the( impact( and( benchmark( areas( were(
characterized(using( the( landscape( indicators(presented( in(Appendix(D.( Indicators(







For( the(condition(and( landscape(context( indicators,( the( ranking(system(was(built(
using( the(minimum( and(maximum( possible( values( that( each( indicator( can( yield,(
classified(as(representing(either(the(‘best’(or(‘worst’(possible(results.(Regarding(the(
CLUMPY(index,(for(example,(possible(values(range(from(‘N1’(to(‘1’.(The(first(value(
corresponds( to( the(maximum( disaggregation( of( patches( (‘worst’( scenario),( while(
the(second(to(the(maximum(aggregation(of(patches((‘best’(scenario),((Table(41).32((
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((
32# Indicators(are(described( in(Table(16,(Subsection(6.3.1.3.(The(Core(Area( Index,(under( the(size(
criterion,(is(evaluated(independently,(and(later(on(incorporated(in(the(final(OPV(calculation.(There(is(
no( need( for( a( ranking( system( in( this( case.( For( those( indicators( that( do( not( have( an( established(







B! I! Offset!areas!A! B! C! D! E!
Size( Patch( CAI( N( 47.8( 57.7( 47.5( 29.0( 49.4( 16.7(
Condition(
Class(
CLUMPY( 0.5( 0.7( 0.6( 0.5( 0.7( 0.7( 0.5(
IJI( 13.9( 31.8( 35.8( 24.2( 64.7( 35.7( 13.9(
ED(( 2.1( 3.1( 4.6( 6.2( 1.4( 2.6( 2.1(
CONNECT(( 1.7( 1.4( 0.5( 0.6( 0.0( 1.6( 1.7(
Landscape(
SPLIT(
(thousands)( 316.8( 45.1( 98.7( 53.3( 209.2( 84.9( 316.8(
SHDI( 1.2( 1.2( 1.0( 0.5( 1.0( 1.2( 1.2(
Landscape(
context(
PAFRAC( 1.5( 1.6( 1.5( 1.5( 1.6( 1.6( 1.5(
GYRATE_AM(
(thousands)( 1.5( 1.8( 2.2( 2.8( 2.0( 1.8( 1.5(
Key:(
Areas:(B(=(benchmark(areaa( I( =( impact( areaa(Offset(A(=(Chailhuagón(subNbasina(Offset(B(=(Alto(
Jadibamba(subNbasina(Offset(C(=(Toromacho(subNbasina(Offset(D(=(Alto(Chirimayo(subNbasina(and(
Offset(E(=(Chugurmayo(subNbasin((see(Subsection(3.4.1)(
Indicators:( CAI( =( Core( Area( Indexa( CLUMPY( =( Clumpiness( Indexa( CONNECT( =( Connectance(
Indexa( ED( =( Edge( Density( Indexa( GYRATE_AM( =( Correlation( Length( Indexa(
















Indicators:( CAI( =( Core( Area( Indexa( CLUMPY( =( Clumpiness( Indexa(
CONNECT( =( Connectance( Indexa( ED( =( Edge( Density( Indexa(
GYRATE_AM( =( Correlation( Length( Indexa(
IJI(=(Interspersion/Juxtaposition( Indexa( PAFRAC( =( PerimeterNArea(




All( of( the( obtained( results( were( organized( in( sets( per( offset( area.( Each( set(
presented(the(results(for(a(specific(potential(offset(area,(the(results(for(the(impact(







B! I! Offset!areas!A! B! C! D! E!
Size( CAI( N( N( N( N( N( N( N(
Condition(
CLUMPY( 0.8( 0.9( 0.8( 0.8( 0.8( 0.8( 0.8(
IJI( 0.9( 0.7( 0.6( 0.8( 0.4( 0.6( 0.9(
(ED(( 0.7( 0.5( 0.3( 0.0( 0.8( 0.6( 0.7(
(CONNECT(( 0.0( 0.0( 0.0( 0.0( 0.0( 0.0( 0.0(
(SPLIT(( 0.0( 0.9( 0.7( 0.8( 0.3( 0.7( 0.0(
SHDI( 1.0( 1.0( 0.9( 0.4( 0.8( 1.0( 1.0(
Landscape(
context(
PAFRAC( 0.5( 0.6( 0.5( 0.5( 1.6( 0.6( 0.5(




D(=( Alto( Chirimayo( subNbasina( and( Offset( E( =( Chugurmayo( subNbasin( (see(
Subsection(3.4.1)((
Indicators:( CAI( =( Core( Area( Indexa( CLUMPY( =( Clumpiness( Indexa(
CONNECT(=(Connectance( Indexa( ED(=( Edge( Density( Indexa(






using( the( Equation( 2( presented( in( Subsection( 4.4.2.2.( Table( 43( presents( the(
different( calculations(made,( and(Figure( 15( the( final(OPV( results( per( offset( area.(
Figure(15(indicates(that(Offset(C((Toromacho(subNbasin)(is(the(only(option(yielding(
positive( Offset( Performance( Values,( suggesting( that( this( area( overNperforms( in(
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relation(to(the(impact(site(from(a(landscape(perspective.(The(other(offset(areas(all(















CAI…..(i)( N( 58( 48( 29( 49( 17(
+. #89:;< ( 3.9( N( N( N( N( N(+. =89:;< ( N( 3.3( 2.8( 3.1( 3.8( 3.3(>.?:@ABC D >.E:@ABC>.E:@ABC ×100.....(ii)( N( N15.8( N27.3( N19.6( N2.9( N15.3(
-. #8G:;< ( 1.2( N( N( N( N( N(-. =8G:;< ( N( 1.3( 1.5( 2.3( 1.2( 1.1(H.?:IABC D H.E:IABCH.E:IABC ×100…..(iii)( N( 9.2( 24.7( 88.3( 0.3( N10.3(
(ii)(+((iii)( N( N6.6( N2.6( 68.7( N2.6( N25.6(
OPV(=((i)(x([(ii)(+((iii)]( N( N381.4( N125.2( 1994.3( N127.9( N425.9(
Key:((





the(condition(criterion,( in( the(offset(areaa(C.I(=(normalized(values(of( indicators(selected(









Areas:( Offset( A( =( Chailhuagón( subNbasina( Offset( B( =( Alto( Jadibamba( subNbasina( Offset(




AMOEBA( diagrams( were( constructed( for( each( potential( offset( area,( in( order( to(
analyze( the( selected( indicators( independently( and( identify( the( key( landscape(
aspects( that( could( be( strengthened/enhanced( to( improve( the( overall( outcome(
(Figures( 16( through( 20).( The(AMOEBA(diagram(allows( determining(where( flaws(



















The(most( significant( underNperformance( of( Offset( A( (Chailhuagón( subNbasin),( in(
relation( to( the( impact( and( benchmark( areas,( occurs( at( the( level( of( the( Edge(
Density( (ED)( landscape( indicator( (Figure( 16).( This( indicator( is( used( as( a( proxy(
measure(of( the( landscape(function,(assuming(that( it(has(a(close(relationship(with(
the(biotic(interactions(of(the(habitat(addressed((see(Table(16,(Subsection(4.3.1.3)a(
edges( are( often( responsible( for( increased( predation,( invasion( of( exotic( plant(
species,(and(in(many(cases(act(as(barriers(for(animal(movement((McGarigal,(n.d.).(





























Figure( 17,( on( the( other( hand,( suggests( that( the( subNbasin( in( which( Offset( B( is(
located( (Alto( Jadibamba)( presents( excellent( connectivity( characteristics(
(GYRATE_AM(indicator),(in(comparison(to(the(impact(and(benchmark(areas’(subN
basins,( but( behaves( poorly( in( terms( of( its( patch( diversity( level( (SHDI( indicator).(




again,( on(minimizing( the( degree( of( the( area’s( edge( depth( and( contrast.( Also,( a(































immerged( (Toromacho( subNbasin),( present( a( greater( subdivision,( and( are( more(







Moving( forward,( as( presented( in( Figure( 19,(Offset( D( (Alto( Chirimayo( subNbasin)(

























SPLIT,( and( CLUMPY.( In( this( case,( potential( management( measures,( under( a(









Finally,( in( the( case( of( Offset( E( (Chugurmayo( subNbasin)( (Figure( 20),( since( this(
patch( is( located( within( the( same( subNbasin( as( the( benchmark( area( (i.e.,( same(
landscape( boundaries( considered),( the( results( of( the( class( and( landscape( level(
indicators(calculated(are(the(same.(In(relation(to(the(impact(area,(Offset(E(presents(


























These( results( suggest( that( the( peatland( patches( within( the( landscape( in( which(
Offset( D( is( immerged( present( a( greater( disaggregation,( that( such( area( has( a(
poorer(connectivity,(and(presents(patches(with(more(regular(shapes,(which(can(be(







































offset( and( impact( area( in( terms( of( the( landscape( context,( while( the( expected(




By( determining( that( none( of( the( identified( potential( portfolios( of( offset( areas( is(
adequate(enough( to(offset( the( future( impacts,(and( thus(achieve(a(no(net( loss(of(
biodiversity,( the( offset( developer( is( required( to( identify( additional( potential( offset(
areas(and(assess(them(using(the(OPLM(process(again.(
(
Without( the(use(of( the(OPLM,(and( thus(without( the(consideration(of(a( landscape(
context( (using( only( the( HH( and( BSI( metrics),( offset( Portfolios( 1( through( 5( (see(
Table( 39)( would( have( been( considered( appropriate( alternatives( to( offset( the(
corresponding(impacts.(The(impact(and(selected(offset(areas(would(not(have(been(






The( different( products( obtained( through( Steps( 1( to( 4( of( my( research( can( (and(
should)( be( used( in( conjunction( for( the( implementation( of( successful( biodiversity(
offset(strategies(in(Latin(America,(as(well(as(for(their(regulation(and(evaluation(over(
time.(In(the(effort(of(providing(an(integral(and(practical(tool(for(stakeholders(to(use(
when(working( on( such( practices,( the(mentioned( products(were( integrated( into( a(
structured(stepwise(decision(making(tool((Product(P5,(see(Figure(1(and(Table(11).(
This( structure( allows( the( user( to( explore( key( biodiversity( offset( issues( (e.g.,(
stakeholder( engagement,( accounting,( monitoring)( and( discover( the( tools( (e.g.,(




goal,( this( tool(can(be(used(as:( (1)(a(planning(guideline( for(developing(or( refining(
biodiversity(offset(programsa((2)(a(common(frame(of(reference(for(collaboration(and(



















tool,( it( could( be( used( to( design( and( evaluate( biodiversity( offset( policies( for(




Using( Peru( as( an( example( (and( the( same( BOCS( as( the( one( presented( in(
Subsection( 3.4.1),( the( country( launched( in(December( 2014,( a( framework( for( the(
implementation(of(biodiversity(offsets((Ministerial(Resolution(N.(398N2014NMINAM)(
at( a( national( level.( According( to( this( framework,( a( biodiversity( offset( plan( is(
mandatory( for( investment( projects( with( a( detailed( Environmental( Impact(











•( Measureable( expected( results( should( be( included( in( the( plan,( considering(
the(ecosystem(functionality.((
•( The( plan( should( include( a( monitoring( and( result( evaluation( system,( with(
established(indicators.(
•( The( plan( will( be( supervised( and( evaluated( by( the( corresponding( agency,(
which(may(result(in(modifications(of(the(plan(for(improvement.(
(
What( the( Ministerial( Resolution( N.( 398N2014NMINAM( fails( to( do( is( provide( the(
necessary(guidelines/tools( to(achieve(each(of( the(mentioned(criteria.(How(should(
the( project( developer( estimate( the( value( of( the( offset( and( impact( areas?( What(
indicators( should(be(used?(How(should( the(areas(be(monitored?( In( this( context,(
















The( tool( can( also( be( used( to( complement( or( improve( regulations( at( the( local( or(
regional( level,( specifically( in( regards( to( the( location(of( the(offset(area.(As(part(of(
their( land(use(and(zoning(plans,( local/regional(governments(can( identify(potential(
offset( areas( or( zones( for( each( ecosystem( type(within( the( corresponding( locality.(
When( using( the( tool( to( select( the( best( offset( area( alternative( across( space(
(Application( 1,( see( Subsection( 3.3),( the( offset( developer( could( use( this( set( of(
potential( areas( as( a( first( filter( of( the( areas( on( which( to( run( the( OPLM.( A( good(
example( is( the(Mapeo+ de+ Formulas+ Equivalentes( (MAFE)( tool( of( the(Colombian(
Government,( which( looks( for( areas( that( area( ecologically( equivalent( to( the( one(






Most( of( current( existing( metrics( do( not( comply( with( the( criteria( and( attributes(
identified(by(Latin(American(stakeholders(against(which(to(evaluate(the(adequacy(
of( offset( metrics( by( Latin( American( stakeholders.( Moreover,( these( present( an(
overall(poor(behavior(when(assessed(against(indicator(desirable(properties((Munn,(
1988a(Noss,(1990)(and(attributes(of(suitable+forms(of(metrics((BBOP,(2012).(These(
results( support( the( need( for( a(more( comprehensive( tool( for( stakeholders( to( use(
when(evaluating(the(success(of(biodiversity(offsetting(strategies(in(Latin(America.((
(
The( Offset( Performance( Logic( Model( (OPLM)( developed( for( evaluating( the(









areas( that( are( equivalent( to( the( impact( area.( The( use( of( the(OPLM( in( offsetting(




to( 4( of(my( research( into( a( stepwise( decision(making( tool,( I( provide( a( structured(
process( for(determining( the(offset(strategy’(success( in(a(systematic(and(adaptive(
way.(This(tool(directly(satisfies(the(objective(of(my(researcha(it(provides(a(practical(
and(structured( tool( for(assessing( the(ecological(equivalence(between(biodiversity(
impact( losses( and( offset( gains( in( Latin( America( over( time( and( across( space.( It(
contributes(to(the(achievement(of(successful(biodiversity(offset(strategies(and(acts(
as(a(platform(to(evaluate( the(success(of( these(strategies(over( time.(The(tool(has(
the( potential( of( stimulating( discussions( both( among( offset( developers( and( policy(
makers.( In( the( first( case,( regarding( the( use( of( the( best( practices( for( the(
implementation( of( successful( offsets,( and( in( the( second,( regarding( the(




•( Validation/improvement! of! results! with! stakeholders:( The( developed(
tool(was(disseminated(among(the(stakeholders(involved(during(Step(1(of(my(
research( and( they( were( asked( for( feedback( on( the( final( product.( This(
information(will( be(collected,( integrated,(and(used( to( validate(and( improve(
the(tool.(This(should(be(done(on(a(periodic(basis,(making(sure(to(keep(the(




•( Sensitivity! test:( The( Offset( Performance( Logic( Model( was( tested( using(
only(one(BOCS,( located( in(Peru’s(highlands,( targeting(one(specific( type(of(









two( metrics( considered( (Habitat( Hectares( [HH]( and( Biodiversity(
Significance( Index( [BSI])( have( a( similar( behavior( when( accounting( for(












equivalent( values( for( the( condition( and( landscape( context( indicators,( as(
these( consist( of( metrics( that( are( calculated( at( the( class( and( landscape(
levels,( respectively.( In( this( sense,( the(Ecological(Dow(Jones( Index( (EDJI)(
values(for(both(criteria(would(be(equivalent,(and(such(areas(will(only(differ(in(
terms( of( their( Core( Area( Index( (CAI).( In( such( cases,( the( final( Offset(
Performance(Value((OPV)(would(only(depend(on(the(area’s(CAI.((
(
•( Landscape! function! indicators! considered:( According( to( Noss( (1990),(
these(should( include(variables(such(as:(nutrient( cycling( rates,(energy( flow(
rates,( disturbance( processes,( colonization( rates,( biomass( and( resource(
productivity,( among( others.( However,( given( the( complexity( of( such(
indicators(in(terms(of(the(time(and(data(requirements(involved,(Edge(Density(
(ED)( and( PerimeterNArea( Fractal( Dimension( (PAFRAC)( were( chosen( as(
proxy( measures( for( function.( It( is( assumed( that( these( have( a( close(





not! be! equivalent:( When( selecting( the( best( performing( offset( area,( the(
OPLM( assumes( that( the( impact( that( will( be( generated( by( the( project(
development,(is(equivalent(to(the(impact(that(could(be(generated(under(the(
counterfactual( scenario.( However,( the( conversion( of( a( given( area( of( a(
specific(ecosystem( to,( for(example,(mining,( is(not(necessary(equivalent( to(
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the( conversion( of( a( given( area( of( the( same( ecosystem( to,( for( example,(
smallholder(agriculture,(as( it(may(retain(significant(biodiversity(values.(The(
use(of(multipliers(can(help(to(overcome(this( issue.(As(stated(in(Subsection(




•( Consideration! of! ‘special! values’:( The(OPLM,( itself,( does( not( take( into(
account(the(presence(of(‘special(values’(on(the(impact(area.(These(include(
threatened/rare(species,(unique(or(threatened(ecosystems/habitats,(relevant(
ecosystem( services,( significant( concentrations( of( migratory( species,( local(
cultural(values,(among(others.(A(multiplier(should(be(selected(to(assure(a(no(
net( loss( of( the( mentioned( features.( Which( multiplier( to( select( ultimately(
depends(on(the(project’s(reality,(objectives,(and(impact(magnitude.(
(
•( Consideration! of! ecosystem! services:( The( OPLM( does( not( consider(









and( demand( of( key( ecosystem( services( by( a( means( of( two( measures:(
biocapacity( and( ecological( footprint.( Biocapacity( refers( to( the( “amount( of(
biologically( productive( land( and( sea( area( available( to( provide( the(
ecosystem(services”(consumed,(while(ecological( footprint( is(defined(as( “a(
measure( of( the( demand( populations( and( activities( place( in( a( given( year,(
given( the( prevailing( technology( and( resource( management( of( that( year”(
(Borucke( et( al.,( 2013,( p.( 519).( Both( values( are( expressed( in( mutually(
exclusive(units(of(area(necessary(to(a(provide(such(environmental(services.(
The( ecological( footprint( should( include( all( human( demands( that( compete(
for(space,(and(biocapacity(all(areas( that(provide(such(services.(However,(
only( those( human( demands,( and( areas( that( provide( such( services,( for(




the( impact( that( would( have( happened( in( the( offset( area( under( the(
counterfactual( scenario.( According( to( BBOP’s( Standards( on( Biodiversity(
Offsets,(an(assessment(should(be(undertaken( to( identify(potential( leakage(








includes( a( leakage( factor.(When( calculated,( it( can( be( used( as( a( discount(
factor(of(the(gains(provided(by(the(offset(site.(
(
•( Integration! with! other! biodiversity! offset! tools! and! frameworks:(
Although( the(developed(decision( tool( represents(a(practical(and(structured(
tool( for( assessing( the( ecological( equivalence( between( biodiversity( impact(
losses(and(offset(gains(over(time(and(across(space(in(Latin(America,(it(does(
not( constitute( a( standNalone( strategy( for( the( implementation( of( successful(






Compared( to( other( instruments( for( biodiversity( conservation( and( environmental(
sustainable( development,( most( biodiversity( offset( schemes( are( still( relatively(
incipient(in(Latin(America(with(regards(to(their(implementation(and(proven(successa(
so( there( is( still( a( significant( amount( to( be( researched( and( learned( (The(
Organization( for( Economic( Cooperation( and( Development,( 2014).( Nevertheless,(
without( an( appropriate( offsetNimpact( equivalence( evaluation( procedure( in( place,(
tailored(to( the(context,(needs,(and(reality(of(Latin(America,( the( implementation(of(




The( potential( risks( that( this( situation( entails( are( of( much( concerna( unless( an(
appropriate( compensation( is( ensured,( it( is( unlikely( that( biodiversity( offsets( will(
achieve( the( goal( of( no( net( loss( of( biodiversity.( Moreover,( if( offset( gains( do( not(
achieve( equivalence( to(what( is( lost,( they(may( cause(more( harm( than( good( and(
result(in(an(even(greater(loss(of(biodiversity.(“If(done(right,(offsets(can(play(a(useful(
role( in(conservation,(but( if(done(wrong,( they(can(undermine(conservation(efforts”(
(Brunner,(2015).((
(
In( this( context,(my( research( plays( a( key( role( for(mitigating( the(mentioned( risks,(
contributing( to( the( achievement( of( successful( biodiversity( offset( strategies( by(
providing(a(decision(making( tool( to(better(assess( the(equivalence(between(offset(
gains( and( project( impacts( and( to( systematically( determine( the( success( of( these(
strategies(over(time.(My(research(will(significantly(contribute(towards(achieving(the(
different(potential(benefits(for( industries,(governments,(and(regulation(entities(that(
biodiversity( offset( strategies( offer,( as( well( as( for( conservation( institutions( (i.e.,(
NGOs).((
(
Benefits( for( industries( include(adhering( to( the(mitigation( pyramid( framework(with(
successful( results( regarding( biodiversity( conservation( in( the( case( of( residual(
impacts.( At( the( same( time,( offsets( provide( government( regulators( and( policy(
makers(the(opportunity(to(ensure(that(every(residual(impact(on(biodiversity(is(being(
adequately(managed(by(the(corresponding(industry.(Furthermore,(offsets(can(also(
be( a( mechanism( to( ensure( that( regional( conservation( goals( are( integrated( into(
governmental(and(business(planning( (Saenz(et(al.,(2013).(The(development(of(a(
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consistent( decision( making( tool( to( help( determine( the( success( of( biodiversity(
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2003' Composition' Structure' Function'

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2" $"Quality"factors"are"not"sensitive" 4" $"Relatively"simple" 1" "" 2" ""
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HH" 1" 1" 1" 0" 0" 0" 3" 1.90"
























UMAM" 1" 0" 0" 1" 0" 0" 2" 1.10"























CSI" 0" 1" 0" 0" 1" 1" 3" 1.70"
US"Wetland"





























metric" 1" 0" 0" 1" 0" 0" 2" 1.13"
MAM" 1" 0" 0" 1" 0" 0" 2" 0.90"
BV" 1" 0" 0" 1" 0" 1" 3" 1.40"
HU" 0" 1/0" 1" 0" 1" 0" 2" 0.87"
SEB" 1" 0" 0" 1" 1" 0" 3" 1.30"
Offset"
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required! Quantitative! !! !! Qualitative!
3.!Benchmark! Required! !! !! Not!required!
4.!Integration!of!
"special!values! Necessary! !! !! Not!necessary!
5.!General!
characteristics!
Practical! !! !! !!
CostPeffective! !! !! !!
Indicators!are!
target!dependent!!! !! !! !!
Others:! !! !! !!
6.!Others:!!






!! !! !! !! !! !!
(5)!Result:! Set!of!relevant!and!validated!criteria!that!metrics!for!assessing!the!balance!between!offset!gains!and!project!impacts!should!comply!with!(Table!2)!















!! !! !! !! !! !! !!
(1)!Objective:! Identify!the!best!fit!metric!according!to!the!characteristics!of!the!specific!project!
!! !! !! !! !! !! !!
(2)!Question:! What!is!the!‘best!fit’!metric!for!my!biodiversity!offset!project?!















































!! !! !! !! !! !! !!
(2)!Question:! What!is!the!best!offset!area!alternative!within!a!given!landscape!context?!






































!! !! !! !! !! !! !!
(1)!Objective:! Monitor!the!development!of!a!specific!established!offset!area!(analysis!over!time).!
!! !! !! !! !! !! !!
(2)!Question:! How!is!the!offset!area!behaving/evolving!over!time?!
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